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ZusammenfassungIn zukünftigen Fusionsexperimenten, wie ITER, wird erwartet, dass das Auftreten von neo-klassishen Tearing Moden (NTM) den Betrieb und den Einshluss des Plasmas stark ein-shränken wird. NTMs entstehen als Folge einer initialen Störung, auh Trigger-Instabilitätgenannt, welhe zur Ausbildung magnetisher Inseln führt. NTMs werden vom helikalenStromverlust innerenhalb der Insel getrieben und haben einen Drukverlust des gesamtenPlasmas zur Folge. Zusätzlih können NTMs die Plasmarotation zum erliegen bringen,sih an die Wand heften (loken) und letztendlih die Entladung mittels einer Disrup-tion beenden. In ITER wird der Drukverlust die möglihe Fusionsleistung limitieren,wohingegen eine NTM induzierte Disruption höhstwahrsheinlih die Gefäÿwand beshädi-gen wird. Um NTMs in ITER verhindern oder zumindest kontrollieren zu können, müssenheutige Beobahtungen und Erkenntnisse im Hinblik auf ITER extrapoliert werden. Einwihtiger Aspekt diesbezüglih ist die Rotationsabhängigkeit von NTMs, vor allem beideren Entstehung, da ITER voraussihtlih, im Vergleih zu heutigen Experimenten, beisehr niedriger Rotation betrieben wird. Bis jetzt existiert noh keine Theorie, die diesenZusammenhang beshreiben kann. Aus diesem Grund müssen die heutigen ExperimenteAnhaltspunkte für die korrekte Beshreibung der Physik liefern. Aus den im Experimentgewonnenen Daten können auh Skalierungen entwikelt werden, mit Hilfe derer das Verhal-ten in ITER vorhergesagt werden kann. Ein weiterer wihtiger Punkt ist die Untersuhungdes Einusses von extern angelegten magnetishen Störfeldern (MS-Felder) auf die Stabil-ität und Rotationsfrequenz von NTMs. Diese MS-Felder werden in ITER in erster Liniezur Unterdrükung von Randinstabilitäten verwendet. Als Nebeneekt können diese Felderjedoh auh zum Abbremsen von NTMs führen. Dies wiederum kann das Auftreten vonniht rotierenden NTMs unterstützen. Zusätzlih können diese Störfelder auh die Stabilitätvon NTMs beeinussen. Es ist wihtig, diese Wehselwirkung mithilfe von Modellen, die anheutigen Experimenten bestätigt wurden, für ITER vorherzusagen.Der Einuss der Plasmarotation auf die Entstehung von NTMs wird am Tokamak ASDEXUpgrade (AUG) untersuht. Es wurde eine Datenbank erstellt, in der jedem NTM- Entste-hungspunkt die zugehörige Trigger-Instabilität zugeordnet wurde. Darauf basierend wirdniht nur der Einuss der Rotation auf die Entstehung von NTMs untersuht, sondern auhder des Rotationsgradienten und der der dierentiellen Rotation, bezüglih des Ortes derInsel und der Trigger-Instabilität. In Abhängigkeit von der Plasmarotation, normiert auf dieAlfvén Geshwindigkeit, wird die Ausbildung einer oberen Grenze für die Entstehung vonNTMs in Abhängigkeit vom Plasmadruk beobahtet. Dieser Grenzwert steigt mit wah-sender normierter Rotation und ist unabhängig von der Rotationsrihtung. Diese Beobah-tung impliziert, dass NTMs bei niedriger Rotation, wie in ITER, leihter destabilisiert werdenkönnen. Steile Rotationsprole hingegen sheinen die Entstehung von NTMs zu ershweren.Als weiterer Aspekt wird der Einuss von extern angelegten Störfeldern auf NTMs und diePlasmarotation an AUG untersuht. Die Störfelder werden von Spulen am Rand des Plas-magefäÿes erzeugt. Die Theorie sagt vorher, dass die resonanten Komponenten des Störfeldesein lokales Drehmoment im Bereih der Insel induzieren und zusätzlih die Amplitude dieserInsel beeinussen. Die niht resonanten Komponenten führen zu einem Abbremsen desgesamten Plasmas, beeinussen jedoh die Stabilität der Insel niht. Im Experiment wirddas Abbremsen und loken von NTMs, jedoh nur ein geringer Einuss auf die Inselampli-
tude, beobahtet. Diese experimentellen Beobahtungen können mit den Ergebnissen einerModellierung basierend auf der Theorie verglihen werden. Die resonanten Eekte sheinenüber die niht resonanten Eekte zu dominieren, wobei die niht Resonanten in den unter-suhten Entladungen vernahlässigbar klein zu sein sheinen. Berüksihtigt man jedoh inder Modellierung nur die resonanten Komponenten am Ort der Insel, so kann die Entwik-lung der Insel niht beshrieben werden. Die Modellierung zeigt, dass die resonanten Eektean vershiedenen Flähen berüksihtigt werden müssen. Diese Eekte summieren sih aufund führen in ihrer Gesamtheit zum Abbremsen des Plasmas und begleitend auh der Insel.Somit müssen, um die Entwiklung einer einzelnen Insel zu beshreiben, alle Flähen unddie dazugehörigen resonanten Eekte mitberüksihtigt werden.
AbstratNeolassial tearing modes (NTM) are one of the most serious performane limiting insta-bilities in next-step fusion devies like ITER. NTMs are destabilised as a onsequene of aseed perturbation (trigger) and are driven by a loss of helial bootstrap urrent inside theisland. The appearane of these instabilities is aompanied with a loss of onned plasmaenergy. Additionally, these modes an stop the plasma rotation, lok to the vessel wall, ushout all plasma energy and terminate a disharge via a disruption. In ITER the onnementredution will limit the ahievable fusion power, whereas a disruption is likely to damage thevessel wall. In order to mitigate and ontrol NTMs in ITER, extrapolations based on thepresent understanding and observations must be made. One key issue is the rotation depen-dene of NTMs, espeially at the NTM onset. ITER will be operated at low plasma rotation,whih is dierent from most present day experiments. No theory is urrently available todesribe this dependene. Experiments are therefore required to provide a basis for the the-ory to desribe the physis. Additionally from the experiments salings an be developedand extrapolated in order to predit the NTM behaviour in the parameter range relevant forITER. Another important issue is the inuene of externally applied magneti perturbation(MP) elds on the NTM stability and frequeny. These elds will be used in ITER primarilyfor the mitigation of edge instabilities. As a side eet they an slow down an NTM andthe plasma rotation, whih supports the appearane of loked modes. Additionally, they analso inuene the stability of an NTM. This interation has to be predited for ITER, basedon models validated at present day devies.In this work the inuene of plasma rotation on the NTM onset at the ASDEX Upgradetokamak (AUG) is investigated. An onset database has been reated in whih the dierenttrigger mehanisms have been identied. Based on this, the inuene not only of the plasmarotation, but also of the rotation gradient and the dierential rotation between the NTMand the radial loation of the trigger perturbation, on the NTM stability is analysed. Theformation of an upper NTM onset threshold, whih depends on the plasma pressure, is ob-served in orrelation with a plasma rotation normalised to the Alfvén veloity. This NTMonset threshold inreases with normalised rotation and is independent of the diretion of theplasma rotation. NTMs an therefore be more easily triggered at low plasma rotation, likein ITER. However, steeper rotation proles seem to hamper the appearane of NTMs.The eet of externally applied MPs on NTMs and the plasma rotation is investigated usingoils mounted at the outboard side of AUG. Theory predits that the resonant omponentsof the applied MP eld exert loal torques and inuene the stability of NTMs. The non-resonant omponents of the MP eld do not inuene NTMs diretly but slow down theplasma rotation globally. In experiment the slowing down and loking of NTMs is observed.However, the mode amplitude remains almost unhanged. These experimental observationsare ompared to modelling results. The resonant eets seem to dominate over the non-resonant eets for the investigated disharges but the evolution of an island an not bedesribed if only the resonant eets at the NTM surfae are taken into aount. The mod-elling reveals that the resonant torques at dierent surfaes at together as a global resonanttorque that is responsible for the slowing down of the NTM. In oder to desribe the evolu-tion of a single NTM all instabilities present in the plasma and the impat of all resonantontributions at several surfaes must be taken into aount.
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Chapter 1Introdution
1.1 Nulear fusionNulear fusion is the merging of light atoms, whih ollide at very high speed and form a newheavier atom. In this reation the mass of the atoms is not onserved and energy is releasedaording to E = mc2, where m is the mass and c the speed of light. This energy release isaused by an interplay of the nulear fore, whih keeps together the atomi nulei, and theCoulomb fore. The fusion of atoms with an atomi nuleus smaller than iron (58Fe/56Fe)has a positive energy balane. In ontrast the more familiar, opposite proess is the ssion(splitting) of atoms with a mass higher than iron, whih also releases energy.Nulear fusion is the proess whih powers the stars and also takes plae in our sun. Thefusion reation in stars is the proton (p) - proton (p) hain, whih onverts hydrogen intohelium and releases in total 26.7MeV of energy [1℄.
1H + 1H → 2D + e+ + νe + 1.44 MeV (1.1)
2D + 1H → 3He + γ + 5.49 MeV (1.2)
3He + 3He → 4He + 1H + 1H + 12.86 MeV (1.3)The biggest limitation of a fusion proess is the ross setion (σ), whih is a measure forthe probability of a fusion reation. The ross setion of the whole p-p hain is limited dueto the small reation rate of reation (1.1) to take plae. The neutron is produed via theweak fore, whih does not depend on the temperature and is very unlikely. Therefore, inthe sun it takes around 1.4 · 1010 years until two protons fuse. Hene, this reation an notbe used to realise fusion on earth and another reation has to be used. In general σ dependsstrongly on the temperature, whih orresponds to the energy and veloity of the atoms.High temperatures (veloities) are needed to overome the repelling Coulomb fore of twonulei, in order to bring them lose enough together to make fusion possible. The reationwith the highest σ at the ahievable temperatures on earth, is the fusion of deuterium (D)and tritium (T) (gure 1.1).
2D + 3T → 4He + n + 17.6 MeV (1.4)This reation releases an energy of 17.6MeV in total, whih is arried by a neutron n andan α-partile (4He) in the form of kineti energy. Deuterium an be extrated in unlimited1
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D
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neutron +14.1 MeV
He +3.5 MeV
Figure 1.1: Fusion of deuterium (D) and tritium (T) whih produes a 4He (α-partile), a neutronand 17.6MeV.quantities from water, whereas tritium is not available naturally. In a future fusion devie Tan be made from the reation of lithium (Li, 7.5%6Li+92.5%7Li) using the released neutronfrom the fusion of D-T in the breeding proess:
n + 6Li → 4He + T + 4.8 MeV (1.5)
n + 7Li → 4He + T + n′ − 2.5 MeV (1.6)In future fusion devies this proess takes plae in the `breeding' blankets, whih will beinstalled diretly behind the rst wall. While D is not radioative, T is a radioative atomwith a half-life of around 12.3 years.1.2 Tokamak oneptAt the high temperatures (10-100 keV) required to reah the maximal reation rate for thefusion of D-T, all hydrogen atoms are fully stripped and form a plasma. Due to the high massof the sun the plasma is onned via gravity. In a fusion reator one possibility to onnea plasma is to use magneti elds. In a plasma all partiles are harged and gyrate in theapplied magneti eld due to the Lorentz fore. In this way, the transport perpendiularto the eld lines an be redued and the plasma an be onned. One onept to onneplasmas by imposing magneti elds is the tokamak1 onguration, illustrated in gure 1.2.In a tokamak a toroidal (Btor) and a poloidal (Bpol) magneti eld are superimposed, whihleads to a helial magneti eld struture of the total magneti eld (Btot). The toroidalmagneti eld is reated by external magneti eld oils, whih are distributed around thetokamak torus. The poloidal magneti eld is about one order of magnitude smaller thanthe toroidal eld and it is produed by a toroidal urrent (Ip) owing inside the plasma.This toroidal urrent is indued by ramping the ux in a transformer oil, whih is situatedin the entre of the torus. The diretion of the toroidal and the poloidal magneti eldin a tokamak geometry, as it is normally used in the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (AUG)(desribed in more detail in setion 2.1) [2℄, as well as the radial proles in a poloidal planeare illustrated in gure 1.3. Additionally, a tokamak oordinate system is shown in gure1Russian abbreviation for `toroidal hamber with magneti oils'2
1.2. Tokamak onept
Tokamak
OH-transformer
toroidal eld coils
plasmaplasma current
magnetic eld line
vertical eld coilFigure 1.2: Shemati of a tokamak.1.3 (a). The superposition of Btor and Bpol results in an axisymmetri equilibrium, whihonsists of nested magneti ux surfaes, as illustrated in gure 1.4 (a). This equilibriumis sustained when the magneti fore and the kineti pressure gradient (~∇p) (gure 1.3 (b))balane eah other:
~j × ~B = ~∇p (1.7)This ondition implies that the plasma (kineti) pressure is onstant on a magneti surfaeand that also the urrent sheets lie within a magneti surfae. In a tokamak equilibriumit is ommon to introdue the poloidal magneti ux funtion Ψ, whih is onstant on a
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Figure 1.3: (a) Illustration of a typial AUG (tokamak) oordinate system, where all importantdiretions are indiated, inluding the toroidal, the poloidal and the total magneti eld diretion.The angle φ indiates the toroidal and θ the poloidal and r the radial diretion. (b) Shematiradial proles of Btor, Bpol and the kineti pressure p. 3
1 Introdutionmagneti ux surfae. The poloidal magneti ux through a surfae (dS) an be alulatedfrom ∫ BpoldS. In a tokamak equilibrium the ux surfaes an be labelled with a normalisedpoloidal ux label ρpol, whih also serves as radial oordinate, and is dened to be zero inthe plasma ore and one at the last losed ux surfae (separatrix)
ρpol =
√
Ψ − Ψcore
Ψsep − Ψcore
. (1.8)The heliity (pith) of the magneti eld lines on a ux surfae an be desribed by thesafety fator q, whih is dened as the number of toroidal turns per poloidal turn of one eldline [3℄. Using a ylindrial approximation this an be expressed as a ratio of the toroidaland poloidal magneti eld
q ≈ rBtor
R0Bpol
, (1.9)with R0 the major radius at the magneti axis (gure 1.3). In standard operation q inreasesfrom the ore (q ≈ 1) towards the plasma edge (q → ∞), whih is denoted as `positive shear'.From the stability point of view the rational q surfaes play an important role. At thesesurfaes a eld line loses onto itself after m toroidal and n poloidal turns. At these surfaes
q an be written as q = m/n, with m and n integers. At rational q surfaes a variety ofmagneto hydrodynami (MHD) instabilities an develop, whih break down the magnetistruture of nested ux surfaes and onsequently enhane the radial transport of heat andpartiles.
X-point
O-point
a) b)  
Magnetic field line
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Figure 1.4: Magneti ux surfaes and eld lines in a tokamak geometry for two ases: (a)unperturbed equilibrium with nested ux surfaes and (b) perturbed equilibrium due to the preseneof two magneti islands at the q=2 and q=1 surfae.1.3 Magneti islandsOne prominent group of MHD instabilities are tearing modes. These are resistive MHDinstabilities in that they grow slowly ompared to ideal instabilities on the resistive time4
1.3. Magneti islandssale of the plasma. In the presene of tearing modes the topology of nested ux surfaesbreaks down and, due to magneti reonnetion, island strutures with its harateristi X-and O-points are formed. A magneti island has a helial struture, whih is entred at aresonant surfae rres and loses onto itself after n poloidal and m toroidal turns. This leadsto the lassiation of an island aording to its helial struture and loation with respetto q, via m the poloidal and n the toroidal mode number. In gure 1.4 (b) a perturbedequilibrium is shown, with two reonneted ux surfaes in the presene of an (m/n)=(1/1)and (2/1) island.Tearing modes are urrent driven instabilities. They are formed due to a urrent perturbationwhih hanges the equilibrium in a way that the reonnetion of eld lines is energetiallyfavourable. Classial tearing modes are driven by the gradient of the equilibrium urrentprole, haraterised by the ∆′ term, dened in hapter 3, equation (3.19). The formation ofa magneti island is aompanied by an enhaned radial transport aross the island region.Partiles and heat radially transit the island region by rapidly owing along the eld linesrather then slowly diusing aross the ux surfaes. This is equal to a short-iruit, whihleads to a onnement degradation and a attening of the pressure prole inside the island.In a plasma with low pressure the attening of the pressure prole aross the island leadsonly to a negligible loss of pressure and onnement, whih has no further onsequenes. Theplasma β is a typial parameter to haraterise a plasma and the pressure therein present.The plasma β is dened as the ratio of kineti to magneti pressure β = p/(2µ0B2). So thelassial tearing modes are present in low β plasmas.In a plasma with high β the situation is dierent. In these plasmas the attening of thepressure prole aross the island leads to a loss of `bootstrap' urrent inside the island. Thebootstrap urrent is a urrent whih is proportional to the gradient of the pressure and has aneolassial origin [4, 5℄. This helial urrent hole perturbation exists only inside the islandand leads to an additional drive of the mode, whih now depends on β. These modes arealled neolassial tearing modes. NTMs are typially ∆′ stable. Consequently, they shouldonly our growing out of a lassial tearing mode. However, an initial trigger instabilityan perturb the equilibrium pressure prole at a resonant surfae and generate a so-alledseed island there. If this seed island and β are large enough the pressure prole is attenedinitially, bootstrap urrent is lost and an NTM an be destabilised. The drive of an NTM isa non-linear proess, whih results in a rapid growth of the island. A bigger island leads to alarger region of at pressure, therefore, more bootstrap urrent is lost, whih inreases againthe island size. For an NTM both the triggering proess as well as the NTM drive dependson the plasma β. The higher the β the stronger the NTM drive and therefore, NTMs growfast in plasmas with high β. Additionally, at higher β even a weak trigger perturbation,produing a small seed island, an destabilise an NTM. As a onsequene the NTM onsetthreshold dereases with inreasing β.The problem of NTMs is that every formation of an NTM in a high β plasma is aompaniedwith a substantial onnement degradation. The inuene of an NTM with moderate sizeon an experimental temperature prole at AUG is shown in gure 1.5. The NTM leads toa redution of Te and also of the energy onnement time τe of around 20%. The energy5
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Figure 1.5: Eletron temperature prole before and during the presene of an NTM. The atregion aused by the enhaned transport aross the island gives information on the atual size ofthe island.onnement time τe is the ratio of the total energy stored in the plasma and the suppliedpower. In the worst, ase NTMs not only redue the onnement but also stop the plasmarotation while they are growing and an eventually lok to the wall. During the loking phasethey grow even faster. In most ases loked modes terminate the disharge via a disruption.Present day experiments an still operate when NTMs are present, but in future fusiondevies the eets of NTMs will be even more dramati. This is already expeted to be aproblem in ITER [6℄, the next step fusion devie, whih is under onstrution in Cadarahe(Frane) as a ollaboration of China, Europe, India, Japan, Russia, South Korea and USA.ITER has the sienti goal to produe 10 times more fusion power than it onsumes asinput heating power (Q = Pfusion/Pheat = 10).The fusion power density sales with the pressure squared and, hene, it is strongly limited bythe ourrene of NTMs. Another important gure of merit in fusion reations is the tripleprodut of density n, temperature T and energy onnement time τe. When this produtexeeds a ertain value all external heating mehanisms an be removed and the temperaturein the plasma is maintained purely by the α-partiles produed by the fusion reation (i.e.ignition). For the D-T reation this is desribed by the Lawson riterion, whih preditsignition for nTτe > 1021 keVs/m3 [3℄. However, if NTMs derease the energy onnementtime and also the plasma temperature, the triple produt will be strongly limited whenNTMs are present.Besides the eets of the onnement redution, the eets of a disruption aused by aloked mode will be even worse. The energy stored in the plasma will be released suddenlyand the wall of a reator is unlikely to be able to withstand this and the attendant foreswithout damage. Hene, NTMs are strongly performane limiting and have to be ontrolledor avoided.6
1.4. Fous of this thesis1.4 Fous of this thesisTo be able to ontrol NTMs and predit their behaviour it is neessary to extrapolate thepresent understanding to larger devies like ITER, whih will be operated under dierentonditions. A key parameter for the NTM physis and preditions for ITER is the rotationdependene. Compared to present day devies with typially substantial rotation, ITERwill be operated at low plasma rotation due to a low applied torque ompared to the plasmavisosity. With these dierenes the question arises, how the NTM behaviour hanges withrotation and if preditions an be made from present experiments? Espeially the under-standing of the seeding mehanism and the inuene of rotation on the NTM onset thresholdare an essential part for the ontrol and avoidane of NTMs.Another important issue is the inuene of externally applied magneti perturbation elds onthe NTM stability and rotation frequeny. In ITER external saddle oils are planned, nees-sary for the mitigation of instabilities at the edge (ELMs) [7℄ whih would otherwise damagethe wall. These oils produe magneti perturbation (MP) elds onsisting of resonant andnon-resonant omponents. The resonant MP omponents penetrate the plasma and an re-ate magneti islands at the orresponding resonant surfaes. In addition, previously existingrotating modes an be inuened. They are slowed down and lok to the MP eld. Thenon-resonant omponents mainly inuene the plasma rotation via the neolassial toroidalvisous torque (NTV), whih further slows down the plasma rotation. Consequently, statiMP elds support the appearane of loked modes, whih in most ases lead to a disruption.In addition to the intrinsi behaviour of NTMs, also the inuene of those external perturba-tion elds on NTMs has to be inluded in the preditions. The best way to ahieve reliablepreditions is a ombination of an extrapolation of present data, by means of normalisedquantities, and modelling results based on theoretial understanding. In this thesis boththe inuene of rotation on the NTM onset and the interation of a rotating mode withexternally applied error elds have been analysed.In the rst part of this thesis the inuene of rotation on the NTM onset is studied, inludinga database onsisting of around 70 data points for the NTM onset. The general dependeneof the NTM onset threshold on rotation is analysed, where one fous is on the lariationof the origin of this dependene. Is it aused by an inuene of rotation on the island sta-bility or does the trigger mehanism depend on rotation? Furthermore, the inuene of theharateristis of the rotation prole (like gradients or the dierential rotation of dierentsurfaes) has been analysed. Dierenes and agreements between the AUG results and otherdevies are pointed out and preditions and suggestions for ITER are made. To summarisethe key questions addressed in this thesis:
• How does the plasma rotation inuene the NTM onset?
• Is the dependene of the NTM onset threshold on rotation aused by the intrinsi NTMstability or the triggering proess?
• How does the rotation prole in general, like the rotation gradient and dierentialrotation of dierent surfaes, inuene the NTM threshold? 7
1 Introdution
• Is the behaviour at AUG in agreement with observations at other devies?
• What do the salings predit for ITER?In the seond part of this thesis the inuene of externally applied MP elds on pre-existingrotating NTMs is investigated. The interation of a rotating island with the MP eld inexperiments is analysed in detail. These observations are ompared to the theoretial pre-ditions of the inuene of the resonant and non-resonant omponents. The inuene ofthe resonant and non-resonant eets are estimated and ompared. Additionally, the islandfrequeny and width evolution are modelled. From the omparison of the modelling and theexperiment, eets aused by the B-oils that are missing in the modelling are identied. Tosummarised the questions the thesis will address:
• How does a rotating island interat with an externally applied perturbation eld inthe experiment? What is observed?
• Whih eets are dominant, resonant or non-resonant ones?
• Are the observations in agreement with theory and an they be modelled properly?
• What an be onluded from this omparison and are there eets aused by theperturbation elds missing in the modelling based on urrent theory?To address these questions this thesis is strutured as follows. In hapter 2 the AUG tokamakis presented, with its external heating systems and the diagnostis used for this thesis.In hapter 3 the basi tearing mode theory is desribed, inluding the formulae for theisland stability and the equation of motion. In addition the theory of the externally appliedmagneti perturbation eld is introdued. Chapter 4 ontains the results of the experimentalstudies onerning the inuene of rotation on the NTM onset. In hapter 5 the inueneof externally applied magneti perturbations on NTMs is disussed. Finally in hapter 6 ageneral summary is given and an outlook is presented.
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Chapter 2ASDEX Upgrade, Heating systems andDiagnostis
2.1 The ASDEX Ugrade tokamakThis thesis was arried out at the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (AUG) (Axial SymmetriDivertor EXperiment) [2℄. AUG is a medium size divertor tokamak with a major radiusof R0 = 1.65m and a minor radius of a = 0.5m. It went in operation in 1990 at the MaxPlank-Institut für Plasmaphysik (IPP) in Garhing. AUG enables the study of experimentsthat meet future fusion requirements. Typially the plasmas in AUG are plasmas, whihhave an elliptial shape and form an X-point, as shown in gure 2.1. In Table 2.1 the mainparameters are listed for standard operation senarios.At ASDEX Upgrade the toroidal omponent of the magneti eld is produed by 16 toroidalmajor radius R0 1.65mminor radius a 0.5mworking gas deuteriumtor. magneti eld Btor 1.8 - 2.6Tplasma urrent Ip 0.6 - 1.2MApulse length ≤ 10 senergy onnement time τe up to 0.2 seletron density ne 3 - 10·1019 m−3plasma temperature T 5 keVauxiliary heating max. NBI 20MWmax. ECRH 4MWmax. ICRH 7MWohmi≤1MWTable 2.1: Basi parameters of ASDEX Upgrade during normal operation9
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ross setion of ASDEX Upgradeshowing all dierent 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rape of layer (SOL), where the 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) 3D view of the ative magneti perturbation oils (B-oils) installed in the vessel ofAUG.eld oils. The poloidal magneti eld omponent is generated by a toroidal urrent owinginside the plasma. This plasma urrent Ip is indued by a transformer oil in the entre ofthe tokamak. A shemati of the AUG tokamak is shown in gure 2.1. A set of 12 vertialeld oils ontrol the plasma position and its shape. The passive stabilising loop (PSL),made out of opper, damps the plasma movement in order to allow a plasma ontrol on atehnially feasible time sale of ms. Additionally, 2 vertial eld oils are installed to ontrolthe plasma position on a time sale in the order of 2ms. The plasma faing omponents areompletely overed with tungsten. ITER will also have a metalli wall, whih is a furtheraspet why AUG is important for studies onerning future fusion devies.2.1.1 Magneti perturbation oils (B-oils)Sine 2012 ASDEX Upgrade is equipped with a set of 16 in-vessel saddle oils, mounted atthe low eld side of the torus [8, 9, 10℄. These oils, alled B-oils, are installed in two rows,whih onsist eah of 8 oils, below and above the mid-plane as illustrated in gure 2.1 ().The B-oils are mounted in front of the Passive Stabilising Loop (PSL), as illustrated in gure2.1 (a) and gure 2.3 (b). Eah oil has ve turns. Using these 16 oils a non-axisymmetrimagneti perturbation (MP) eld an be produed. This MP eld is highest at the edge infront of the B-oils and drops down rapidly. It ontains omponents with a wide magnetispetrum haraterised by toroidal and poloidal mode numbers BB−coils = ∑n,mBn,m. Due to10
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efor two n=2 B-oil ongurations with (a) even and (b) odd parity. The oil position and eld linesare mapped in the (θ∗ − φ) plane with θ∗ the straight eld line angle [11℄ and φ the toroidal angle.The radial eld of the oils indiated with a positive/negative oil urrent points outward/inward.Field lines whih ross oils with the same perturbation eld diretion are aligned and the aordingMP eld omponent Bn,m is maximised.the regular distribution of the B-oils in the toroidal diretion the fundamental toroidal modenumber is mainly dominated by the oil pattern. With the 16 oils toroidal mode numbers of
n=1,2 or 4 an be generated. Every oil is equipped with an individual power supply, whihresults in a wide range of dierent oil ongurations being available. Depending on theatual plasma parameters the oil urrents (urrent diretion) an be adjusted to produe, aso-alled, `resonant' or `non resonant' perturbation eld (ompare setion 3.4). In a `resonant'onguration the resonant MP omponents are maximised, in a `non resonant' ongurationthe resonant omponents are minimised. A resonant omponent Bn,m is a omponent whihhas the same heliity as a rational q = m/n surfae in the plasma. In a simple piture aresonant MP omponent is maximal when the orresponding q surfae is aligned with the oilpattern. Depending on the q prole and the oil onguration the MP eld ontains severalresonant and non resonant MP omponents. This is shematially illustrated in gure 2.2 fortwo dierent B-oil ongurations, both n=2 but dierent phasing of the upper and lowerrow ((a) even and (b) odd parity). Two dierent surfaes inside the plasma (q=2 and q=3)are indiated. For the `even' onguration the perturbation eld is aligned with the q = 2surfae, hene the Bn=2,m=1 Fourier omponent of the MP eld is maximal. For the `odd'onguration the Bn=2,m=1 appears to be minimised, whereas the Bn=3,m=1 is maximised.Due to ~j × ~B fores ating on the oils, their urrent is restrited to 1 kA at 2.5T (1.2 kA at1.8T) per turn. The produed eld is mainly in the radial diretion and 10−3 smaller thanthe equilibrium magneti eld. So far, the B-oils an only be used in a stati onguration,but a power supply whih enables the generation of rotating MP elds is planned. At AUGthe B-oils are mainly used for the mitigation of edge loalised modes (ELMs), whih hasbeen shown suessfully in [12, 10℄. However, they an also inuene the stability of otherkinds of MHD ativities as desribed in setions 3.4 and 5.
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2 ASDEX Upgrade, Heating systems and Diagnostis2.2 Plasma heatingThe plasma urrent, whih is indued by a transformer oil in the middle of the torus andis harateristi for a tokamak onguration, produes a poloidal magneti eld and alsoontributes to the plasma heating, through the ohmi resistane of the plasma [3℄. Theohmi heating power density Poh depends on the plasma resistivity η and the plasma urrentdensity ~j via Poh = ηj2. The resistivity in a plasma sales with T−3/2e . Consequently, theohmi heating is strongest at low temperatures. Additionally, ~j is limited due to stabilityrequirements. In order to inrease the temperature in a tokamak signiantly, auxiliaryheating methods have to be used.Three dierent auxiliary heating systems are available at AUG: the neutral beam injetion(NBI), the eletron ylotron resonane heating (ECRH) and the ion ylotron resonaneheating (ICRH). Depending on the requirements, a ombination of these heating methodsis used in the standard AUG operation. In order to vary the input torque for example aombination of dierent heating mixes was used in the dediated disharges that were arriedout for the investigation desribed in setion 4. Low input torque and, onsequently, lowplasma rotation was ahieved by ombining ECRH and ICRH, while high plasma rotationand ounter-urrent rotation was obtained by applying NBI. An overview of the three heatingsystems in the AUG geometry is shown in gure 2.3.2.2.1 Neutral beam injetion (NBI)This heating method is based on the injetion of neutral atoms into the plasma. Theseatoms are ionised due to ollisions with plasma partiles and are bound to the magnetield. While gyrating along the eld lines the ions, whih arry most of the energy, transfertheir energy to plasma eletrons and ions due to Coulomb ollisions. As a onsequene theinjeted ions are slowed down until they are thermalised. This heating method dominantlyheats the plasma, but, depending on the injetion geometry, it also exerts a torque in thetoroidal diretion. For the temperature ranges, of ions and eletrons, at ASDEX Upgrade,the NBI transfers its energy mainly to the plasma ions due to harge exhange ollisions.Two NBI systems are installed at AUG (see gure 2.3). Eah onsists of 4 neutral beamsoures, whih deliver typially in deuterium a total heating power of 20MW. Both NBIboxes have a similar set up, however, with dierent extration voltages and urrents, whihleads to a full injetion energy Eb of 60 keV for box 1 and 93 keV for box 2. Eah systemTable 2.2: Important parameters of the NBI system at ASDEX UpgradeInjetor 1 Injetor 2max. extration voltage (kV) 60 93max. extration urrent (A) 77 63max. injetion energy Eb (keV) 60 93
Rtang(m) 0.54 / 0.93 0.84 / 1.2912
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Figure 2.3: (a) Toroidal and (b) poloidal ross setion of ASDEX Upgrade where the NBI beams,the ICRH and ECRH loations are shown. As example the tangential radius of one NBI beam isshown, whih is needed to alulate the NBI input torque in hapter 4 (equation (4.6)) is shown inthe toroidal plane . In the poloidal plane the ECRH I resonane lose to the plasma axis for 2.5Tand 140GHz is illustrated. Along this resonane the ECRH an be deposited at dierent radialloations, using steerable mirrors. In addition, the position of the B-oils is indiated in the poloidalplane.
is equipped with two beams, whih injet the neutral atoms more radially and two whihinjet more tangentially. The total input torque per beam is around 1-2Nm depending onthe injetion angle. Combining dierent beams of box 1 and 2, the toroidal input torquean be varied depending on the injetion angle and the deposition loation. An importantparameter for the desription of the beams, whih is needed in setion 4.3.1 to alulate theNBI input torque, is the tangential radius, Rtang, of eah beam whih is indiated for onebeam in gure 2.3 (a). Rtang has the same value for two radial and tangential beams of eahinjetor. All important parameters of the ASDEX Upgrade NBI system are summarised intable 2.2. The NBI soure 3 of box 1 is additionally used as a diagnosti beam for hargeexhange reombination spetrosopy illustrated in gure 2.4 (ompare also setion 2.3.7).In the toroidal plane the NBI is injeted ounter-lokwise, whih is in standard operation(ompare gure 1.3) in the diretion of the plasma urrent, dened as o-urrent diretion.Reversing the plasma urrent and the magneti eld (reversed Ip/Btor operation), the NBIis injeted in ounter-urrent diretion. With this ounter-urrent rotation an be ahieved.13
2 ASDEX Upgrade, Heating systems and Diagnostis2.2.2 Eletron ylotron resonane heating (ECRH)Eletron ylotron resonane heating (ECRH) is a wave heating method for eletrons. Radiofrequeny waves in the frequeny range of 140GHz (105GHz) are launhed into the plasma,whih aelerate the plasma eletrons. These eletrons then heat the plasma, due to ollisionswith the plasma partiles. The resonane loation is determined by the eletron ylotronfrequeny ωce, whih depends on the magneti eld
ωce =
eBtot
me
. (2.1)Here e is the elementary harge, Btot the total magneti eld (≃ Btor) and me the eletronmass. In a tokamak Btor dereases with 1/R, R being the major radius, from the plasmaentre to the edge (see gure 1.3 (b)), whih results in a loal deposition of the ECRH heatingpower. At AUG the seond harmoni in X-mode is used. At 2.5T and a given frequeny of140GHz, the ECRH resonane is lose to the magneti axis at around R=1.65m, as shown ingure 2.3 (b). Similar to the ECE diagnosti, the ECRH operation is limited by the `ut-o'and the `shine through' (see setion 2.3.2), whih, in the worst ase, damage the in-vesselomponents.To date, the ECRH onsists of two systems. The old system uses 2 pairs of eah twogyrotrons at 140GHz whih deliver 2MW for 2 s. The new system onsists of 4 individualgyrotrons whih an be used at 140GHz and 105GHz for 10 s with around 1MW eah. Theangle under whih the power is injeted into the plasma an be adjusted in the poloidaland toroidal diretion for eah transition line. This provides the opportunity to deposit theheating power at dierent radial loations at the same time. An advantage of the ECRHsystem is that the heating power an be deposited loally. In ontrast to the NBI heatingthe ECRH heats the plasma without any torque input. However, applying ECRH leadsto a derease of the plasma rotation [13, 14, 15, 16℄, aused by hanges in the eletronand ion temperature proles whih lead to a hange in the turbulent transport. Similaronsiderations hold for the ICRH.2.2.3 Ion ylotron resonane heating (ICRH)A seond wave heating method is the ion ylotron resonane heating whih heats the plasmawith frequenies in the ion ylotron frequeny regime. The ion ylotron waves at a fre-queny of around 30 to 120MHz are oupled via antennas into the plasma. The wavespropagate through the plasma and are absorbed at the position of the resonane dependingon the ion ylotron frequeny
ωci =
ZeBtot
mi
, (2.2)with Z the atomi number and mi the mass of the main ions. At ASDEX Upgrade theICRH system onsists of 4 generators. These generators are onneted to 4 2-strap-antennaswhih are operated in pairs. The system an launh a heating power of up to 7MW into theplasma. The ICRH heats the plasma ions and eletrons, and, like the ECRH, it exerts notorque onto the plasma.14
2.3. Diagnostis2.3 DiagnostisIn this setion the basi priniples of the diagnostis used in this thesis are presented. Radialproles of harateristi parameters like the eletron and ion temperature (Te and Ti), theeletron density ne and the toroidal plasma rotation vtor have been used to investigate theparameter dependenes of NTMs in setion 4. Diagnostis like the magneti measurements(pik-up oils), the Soft X-Ray diagnosti and the eletron ylotron emission radiometry areuseful tools to detet MHD events and afterwards analyse their struture like the toroidaland poloidal mode number or to determine their radial loation. In gure 2.4 a poloidal anda toroidal ross setion of AUG is shown, where the measurement position of the diagnostisused are indiated.
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Figure 2.4: (a) Toroidal and (b) poloidal ross setion of ASDEX Upgrade, where the measurementloations of all diagnostis used in this thesis are indiated.2.3.1 Equilibrium reonstrutionIn a tokamak one important tool is the reonstrution of the magneti equilibrium. Itontains the information of the struture of the nested magneti ux surfaes, whih isimportant for the analysis of MHD modes as well as for the mapping of diagnostis atdierent positions in the toroidal and poloidal plane. The equilibrium reonstrution isdone using odes like CLISTE [17℄, whih solves the Grad-Shafranov equation inludingdierent onstraints either from theory or from measurements. The Grad-Shafranov equationis the dierential equation for the poloidal ux funtion Ψ for an axi-symmetri equilibrium.Usually only magneti measurements are inluded in the alulation, however, in dediatedstudies also kineti proles, like the eletron and ion density and temperature, an be taken15
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Figure 2.5: (a) Eletron temperature prole measured with ECE and Thomson sattering. (b)Eletron density prole measured with Thomson sattering and the lithium beam diagnosti. Alsothe line integrated density from interferometry is shown.into aount to presribe the pressure prole [18℄. The alulation eort inreases with thenumber of onstraints. This is the reason why the latter method is only applied for dediateddisharges. The generi equilibrium reonstrution delivers good results for the edge region,whereas the unertainties towards the ore region inrease signiantly.From the equilibrium reonstrution a poloidal ux matrix in the poloidal ross-setion anbe evaluated, whih allows the alulation of radial oordinates depending on the poloidalux as ρpol (see equation (1.8)). Additionally, one gets the q prole, whih is an importantparameter for the analysis of MHD events. Unfortunately, in most of the ases the reliabilityof q in the ore is insuient for the determination of gradients dq/dr. It is also diult toloalise MHD modes from the q prole alone.2.3.2 Eletron ylotron emission (ECE)One of the routinely used diagnostis to measure the Te prole at ASDEX Upgrade is theEletron Cylotron Emission radiometry (ECE) whih is a passive tehnique (gure 2.5(a)). In a tokamak eletrons gyrate in the presene of the applied magneti eld and emiteletromagneti radiation. This radiation is emitted at the harateristi eletron ylotronfrequeny ωce and its low n harmonis. This radiation frequeny is proportional to themagneti eld strength B
ω = nωce = n
eBtot
me
. (2.3)Sine Btot is dominated by the toroidal magneti eld Btor, whih depends on 1/R, theemitted frequeny an be assoiated with a distint radial position R and a spatially resolvedmeasurement is possible
ω ≈ neB0R0
meR
. (2.4)16
2.3. DiagnostisThe magneti eld B0 is the toroidal magneti eld at the plasma entre R0.Normally the plasma is optially thik for the eletron ylotron frequeny and its lowharmonis. Then it behaves like a blak body and follows the Plank urve. The eletronemission in plasmas ours at long wave length, therefore, the intensity distribution In(ω)an be desribed by the Rayleigh-Jeans law. In this ase, the radiation temperature reetsthe eletron temperature
In(ω) =
ω2Te
8π3c2
, (2.5)where c is the speed of light. At low densities espeially at the edge, the plasma is optiallythin and the assumption of a blak body is not valid. Aording to this, the measured ra-diation temperature is not the loal eletron temperature anymore [19℄. This phenomenonis alled `shine-through'. Another limitation of the ECE is the so-alled `ut-o' [20℄. Onlywaves with a frequeny higher than the ut-o frequeny an propagate in the plasma other-wise they are reeted inside the plasma volume and do not reah the reeiver at the plasmaedge. Sine the ut-o density (for extraordinary modes (X-mode)) depends on ωce and theplasma frequeny ωp (=√nee2/ǫ0me), this sets an upper limit for the density and a lowerlimit for the magneti eld.At AUG the seond harmoni extraordinary mode (X-mode) is used for the Te measurements.The diagnosti system is a multihannel heterodyne reeiver whih allows ECE measurementsat frequenies between 89GHz and 187GHz, orresponding to loal magneti elds from1.6T to 3.4T. It has 60 hannels, whih measure at dierent frequenies and deliver radiallydistributed measurements, as shown in gures 2.4 and 2.5. The standard time resolutionis 32 kHz with a spatial resolution of around 1 m. A newly installed aquisition systemprovides an even higher time resolution of up to 1MHz.2.3.3 Thomson sattering diagnosti (TS)Another routinely used diagnosti at ASDEX Upgrade is the Thomson sattering (TS) di-agnosti, shown in gure 2.4. With this ative method the eletron temperature Te anddensity an be measured, as illustrated in gure 2.5. A laser beam is launhed through theplasma. The laser light aelerates free eletrons in the plasma, due to mi >> me, whihat as dipoles and radiate. The sattered laser wave is two times Doppler shifted due to themovement of the free eletrons relative to the inident wave (~kin) and the sattered wave(~kout)
∆ω = (~kin − ~kout)~v. (2.6)From the degree of Doppler broadening of this inoherent sattered light Te an be deter-mined. Additionally, the intensity is proportional to the eletron density ne, whih enablesa simultaneous measurement of Te and ne. In tokamaks the TS detetors are usually loatedat a sattering angle of 90◦. At ASDEX Upgrade a ore and an edge TS system are installed(gure 2.4) [21℄. Both systems (ore (edge)) use a multi pulse Nd:YAG laser (neodymiumyttrium aluminium garnet) whih is vertially launhed through the plasma with a repetition17
2 ASDEX Upgrade, Heating systems and Diagnostisrate of 20Hz. The sattered light is spetrally analysed and deteted by 16 (10) four hannelpolyhromators equipped with avalanhe photo diodes. Interferene lters are additionallyinstalled in front of the detetors, whih suppress eiently the diret laser light. The TSsystems deliver Te and ne proles every 12.5ms (8.3ms) with a radial resolution of 25mm(3mm).2.3.4 Lithium Beam (LIB)The eletron density prole (ne prole) at the edge an be measured with the lithium beamimpat exitation spetrosopy diagnosti (gure 2.5 (b)). A neutral lithium beam is injetedhorizontally into the plasma and the LiI(2p→2s) resonane line at 670.8 nm is measured[22, 23℄. The injeted lithium atoms ollide with the plasma partiles and the lithium atomsget exited. As a onsequene, the measured line emission intensity depends on the plasmadensity. However, the beam is additionally attenuated due to ionisation and harge exhangeproesses, whih leads to a restrition of this method to the edge region (ρpol>0.95). Theeletron density an be alulated from the emission prole via a ollisional-radiative model.This model inludes eletron-impat exitation, ionisation and harge exhange proesses.At ASDEX Upgrade the lithium atoms are injeted into the plasma near the horizontal midplane (gure 2.4) with an energy of 30-60 keV and a urrent of around 2-4mA. The spatialresolution of around 5mm is determined by the aperture of the optial setup. Optial brestransfer the light to the aquisition system whih onsists of interferene lters and photomultipliers. Usually a temporal resolution of 5-20ms is hosen. In speial ases, for exampleto measure fast transient events, the time resolution an be inreased to 50µs. To subtratthe bakground radiation from the measured signal the beam is hopped periodially, 56msbeam on and 24ms beam o [24℄.2.3.5 InterferometryA third method to measure the eletron density ne is laser interferometry (gure 2.5 (b)).This method is based on the interation of an eletromagneti wave with the plasma eletronsdue to refration. If the frequeny of the laser ω0 is higher than the plasma frequeny ωp,the refration index N of the plasma depends on the density
N =
√
1 −
ω2p
ω20
≈ 1 −
ω2p
2ω20
= 1 − e
2
2ǫ0meω0
ne, (2.7)A laser rossing the plasma undergoes a phase shift (∆φ) along its way l through the plasma,depending on the line integrated density
∆φ ≈ e
2
2cǫ0meω0
∫
l
nedl. (2.8)The phase dierene ∆φ an be determined, via interferometry, by omparing the phaseof a wave, whih propagates through the plasma, to the phase of a wave whih propagatesthrough vauum. As shown in 2.8, the density measured with interferometry is not spatially18
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#28282 ∆t=0.015sa)  #28282 ∆t=0.015sb)Figure 2.6: (a) Ion temperature and (b) toroidal veloity prole of the impurity ions measuredwith CRXS.resolved. However, using dierent lines of sight the density prole an be reonstrutedvia inversion algorithms. At AUG a DCN laser at 195µm is used and a phase modulatedMah-Zehnder-type interferometer with a heterodyne detetion system to measure the phaseshift [25℄. Five lines of sight are installed at dierent radial loations as illustrated in gure2.4. The beams ross the plasma, are reeted at mirrors at the inner olumn, ross theplasma again and leave the vessel at almost the same position as they entered. The temporalresolution of the system is 300µs. This diagnosti is often used to get a quik overview ofthe temporal evolution of the density and espeially of dierenes in the temporal behaviourof the ore and the edge region using dierent lines of sight.2.3.6 Integrated data analysis (IDA)At AUG also a ombined analysis of the ECE, the TS, the LIB and the interferometry datais possible [26℄. This integrated data analysis (IDA) provides Te and ne proles via forwardmodelling with the onstrain to math the raw measured signals of the inluded oherentdiagnostis. With this analysis method the individual interpretation and analysis of alldierent measured data an be replaed by one ombined analysis. Additionally the prolequality an be improve.2.3.7 Charge exhange reombination spetrosopy (CXRS)A ommon method to measure the ion temperature Ti and the rotation veloity of impurityions in the toroidal and poloidal diretion (vtor and vpol) is harge exhange reombinationspetrosopy (CXRS) (gure 2.6). This diagnosti uses the analysis of spetral light emittedby low Z impurity ions (Z is the atom number) due to harge exhange ollisions with aneutral ion in the plasma.In a typial fusion plasma low Z impurity ions are fully stripped and do not emit lineradiation. In the ross-setion with a neutral beam, whih is one of the heating beams19
2 ASDEX Upgrade, Heating systems and Diagnostisat ASDEX Upgrade (see gure 2.4), these low Z impurity ions ollide with the neutralions and reeive an eletron. The reombined impurity ions are in an exited state andin the following subsequent de-exitation, they emit line radiation at a harateristi wavelength, whih an be observed with spetrometers. These measured spetra ontain loalinformation on the impurity ions. The Doppler width of the measured spetra is proportionalto the ion temperature while the rotation veloity of the impurity ions an be obtained fromthe Doppler shift. Additionally, the density of the impurities an be determined from theradiane of the measured spetral line.At ASDEX Upgrade several harge exhange systems with poloidal and toroidal views areinstalled at the high and at the low eld side [27℄. In this work mainly one of the toroidalore systems was used with a radial and temporal resolution of about 2.0 m and up to3.5ms, respetively.2.4 Analysis tools for MHD ativities2.4.1 NTM detetion and mode number analysis with Soft X-rayradiation (SXR)
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Figure 2.7: Poloidal ross setion, where all lines of sight of the SXR ameras are indiated.The Soft X-ray (SXR) diagnosti is an ideal tool to investigate MHD ativities in the plasma,espeially in the ore. MHD instabilities in the plasma ause hanges in the emitted SXRradiation, whih an be deteted via pinhole SXR ameras. At ASDEX Upgrade 8 pinholeameras are installed, whih are equipped with 75µm urved beryllium lters. The installed20
2.4. Analysis tools for MHD ativitieslines of sight over the whole plasma volume as illustrated in gure 2.7. This diagnosti anbe used to determine the mode frequeny and the poloidal mode number, but it also providesinformation on the radial loation of MHD events. A tomographi reonstrution additionallyprovides further information on the mode struture [28℄. The poloidal mode number andthe loation of the modes an be determined from the signal of only one amera. In thisthesis the SXR diagnosti is mainly used to analyse 1/1 modes. In gure 2.8, an exampleis illustrated for the I-amera. The I-amera is situated at the low eld side and overs thewhole plasma, but it is mainly foused on the entral region of the plasma, as illustrated ingure 2.7 (red). The 1/1 mode an be deteted via a spetrogram of one entral hannel ofthe I-amera, as illustrated in gure 2.8 (a). The raw SXR signal is Fourier deomposed. Ingure 2.8 the spetrum ontains only one dominating frequeny and some harmonis, whihorrespond to the analysed 1/1 mode (g. 2.8 ()). The FFT amplitude of the seletedfrequeny has a modulation minimum around the entre (gure 2.8 (d)) and two maximaon the left and the right hand side. At the same time a phase jump of π is observed at theloation of the minimum in the amplitude (gure 2.8 (e)). This is the typial signature ofan m = 1 mode [29℄, whih passes the lines of sight with its single O- and single X-point. Ingure 2.8 (b) a 1/1 mode is illustrated in three dierent phases together with three examplelines of sight of amera I. From gure 2.8 (b) it is obvious that the blue and green line deteta large amplitude osillation due to the rotating mode, whih orresponds to a maximum inthe amplitude modulation (2.8 (d)). Additionally, when the blue line detets a maximumthe green line sits in an emissivity minimum, whih orresponds to a phase shift of thosetwo lines of around π, shown in 2.8 (e). At the same time the red line measures almostthe same emissivity during all three phases, whih orresponds to an amplitude modulationof almost zero (g. 2.8 (d)). As indiated in gure 2.8 (d), the edges of the amplitudedistribution determine the position of the mode, whih is the q = 1 surfae in this example.This explains the harateristi signals of a 1/1 mode, whereas for higher mode numberssimilar onsiderations an be made. In general, for peaked emissivity proles, the numberof minima in the FFT amplitude orresponds to the poloidal mode number, if at the sameposition a phase jump is observed. The toroidal mode number was onrmed using themagneti signals (ompare next setion 2.4.2).
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Figure 2.8: Shemati of the determination of the poloidal mode number of an m=1 mode via theSXR diagnosti: (a) Spetrogram of one SXR hannel, (b) 1/1 mode during three dierent phasestogether with three example line of sight of amera I in a poloidal ross setion , () Fourier analysisof raw signal, where mode frequeny and harmonis are learly visible (d) amplitude modulationorresponding to seleted frequeny and (e) phase from FFT.
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2.4. Analysis tools for MHD ativities2.4.2 NTM detetion and mode number analysis with magnetimeasurementsAUG is equipped with a large set of pik-up oils (38 Mirnov and 36 ballooning oils) loatedall around the torus. These oils detet hanges in the poloidal (Ḃpol) and radial (Ḃr)magneti eld, respetively. The loations of the Mirnov and ballooning oils in the toroidaland poloidal plane are indiated in gure 2.4. These oils are able to detet even small B-eldperturbations everywhere inside the plasma, provided they rotate in the laboratory framefast enough. Therefore, these oils are an ideal tool to detet and study MHD ativities.From a single oil signal the mode frequeny and amplitude an be determined. The timeevolution of a mode amplitude an be depited in a spetrogram, illustrated in gure 2.9(a). This is an easy way to get an overview of the MHD ativity present in the plasma.A Fourier deomposition of the raw data, as shown in gure 2.9 (d), gives informationabout the dierent modes present in the plasma at one spei short time interval. In thisshort time interval (gure 2.9 ()) for one seleted frequeny (gure 2.9 (d)) the toroidal(n) and poloidal (m) mode numbers an be determined, via the phase dierenes of severaloil signals, whih are distributed in toroidal or poloidal diretion. The measured phasedierene of a mode ∆α in toroidal diretion is n∆φ. For given oil positions the toroidalmode number n an be determined via n = ∆α/∆φcoil, and similarly for the poloidal modenumber m. This is shown shematially in gure 2.9 (e).Taking the ltered oil signal, whih ontains the information of only one seleted frequeny,and following the points of similar phase, e.g. the minima, from oil to oil gives informationon the toroidal mode number (n). The number of minima, in this ase 2, whih t into onetoroidal turn (360◦), determine n. The same priniple holds for m, whih an be determinedfrom dierent poloidally distributed pik-up oils. However, the determination of m is notas robust as the one of n, due to the dierent eld line angles along the poloidal angle θ.This has to be taken into aount in the analysis in order to get orret results, whih atthe same time implies that the equilibrium reonstrution has to be reliable.2.4.3 NTM loalisation due to Te utuationsIn setion 2.3.2 the basi priniple of the Te measurements via the ECE diagnostis has beendisussed. The ECE an additionally be used to determine the loation of MHD events inthe plasma and is espeially used for the loalisation of NTMs.Normally an island is rotating in the toroidal diretion with respet to the loation of theloally xed ECE resonanes. This leads to a Te prole attening inside the island whenthe O-point is passing, while Te is almost unperturbed, with normal gradients, at the X-point. The ECE hannels detet these Te utuations due to the island's X- and O-pointspassing by. The utuation amplitude is dierent for every radial hannel aross the islandand has two maxima lose to the island's separatries (see gure 3.1). Additionally, a phasereversal is observed at the position of the utuation minimum. So the island loation an bedetermined by the position of the attening in the Te prole, aompanied with a minimumin the Te utuations and a phase shift of π at the same position, illustrated in gure 2.10.23
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Figure 2.9: Shemati of the determination of the toroidal mode number of an n=2 mode viathe pik-up oils (Ḃr) at the edge of the plasma: (a) Spetrogram of one pik-up oil, (b) set oftoroidally distributed pik-up oils in the toroidal plane used for the analysis, () raw signal of onepik-up oil while the n = 2 mode is present, (d) Fourier analysis of the raw signal, where the modefrequeny is learly visible and (e) bak FFT of the frequeny ltered signal whih ontains onlythe modulation due to the spei mode. The red line onnets the points, whih have the samephase for the dierent oils in toroidal diretion. Two oils whih are loated 180◦ apart from eahother detet the same phase. Thus, the toroidal mode number n is equal to 2.24
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Figure 2.10: Shemati of the determination of the island loation via (a) a attening of the Teprole, (b) a orresponding utuation minimum and () a phase shift of π at the same position inthe ECE signals.
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2 ASDEX Upgrade, Heating systems and Diagnostis2.4.4 NTM loalisation with a orrelation of Te and dBpol/dtA more advaned method to determine the NTM loation is the ECE orrelation analysis.This method is based on the same idea as desribed in setion 2.4.3. It was mainly developedfor the NTM stabilisation experiments with ECCD (eletron ylotron urrent drive) [30℄.This method is based on the ross orrelation of a ombined signal of dierent toroidallydistributed Mirnov oils (Ḃpol) and the radial hannels of the fast ECE with a sampling rateof 1 MHz, as introdued in setion 2.3.2. The ross orrelation of the magneti signal andthe ECE hannels detets a phase jump of π in between the island's separatries, while atthe same position a loal minimum in the ECE utuations is deteted. The used orrelationtehnique is very robust and the NTM loalisation an be reliably determined despite addi-tional noise, that an arise due to radiation or other perturbations and utuations presentin the plasma. The results delivered by this method are presented in gure 2.11.
phase jump
local min
a)
b)
c)
Figure 2.11: (a) Correlation amplitude of the Mirnov oil signal and the ECE. The loal minimumis learly visible. (b) Phase between the ECE and the Mirnov oil signals. The loation of the phasejump of π agrees with the loation of the loal minimum in (a). () Estimation of the island size ofa n=2 NTM via a ombined Mirnov signal.
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2.4. Analysis tools for MHD ativities2.4.5 Loked mode detetionLoked NTMs whih are not rotating anymore an no longer be deteted with the standardpik-up oils at the plasma edge. For this purpose two independent systems of saddle oilsare installed at the high eld side of AUG, whih are able to detet loked n = 1 modes(gure 2.4) [31℄. These systems are mainly used as loked mode detetors, to be able toramp down the plasma before a disruption ours. The new system onsists of two pairs ofsaddle oils shifted around 90◦ with respet to eah other. The old system onsists of onlyone pair, as illustrated in gure 2.4 (yellow and blak). The time-integrated signal of eahoil orresponds to the temporal variation of the radial magneti eld perturbation. Thedierene of the signal of two opposite oils anels out the n = 2 omponents and givesinformation about the radial perturbation eld of the n = 1 modes. With the ombinedsignal of two oil pairs ('ew' east-west oil signal and 'ns' north-south oil signal) [31℄
Bewr =
∫
(
dBer
dt
− dB
w
r
dt
)
dt (2.9)
Bnsr =
∫
(
dBnr
dt
− dB
s
r
dt
)
dt, (2.10)the amplitude δBn=1r and the position/phase α of a loked mode at the high eld side (HFS)an be determined [31℄
δBn=1r =
√
(Bewr )
2 + (Bnsr )
2 (2.11)
αHFS = arctan
(
Bnsr
Bewr
)
. (2.12)
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Chapter 3Theory of magneti islandsIn magnetially onned plasmas a large set of instabilities is observed. One group is themagneto hydrodynami (MHD) instabilities. In MHD theory the plasma is desribed as agas of harged partiles. These partiles are reating to magneti ( ~B) and eletri ( ~E) eldsaording to Ampère's and Faraday's law, respetively:
∇× ~B = µ0~j (3.1)
∇× ~E = −∂
~B
∂t
, (3.2)with µ0 the magneti onstant and ~j the urrent density. The plasma uid an thus be de-sribed by the balane of the pressure gradient and the Lorentz fore, yielding the momentumequation:
ρ
(
d~v
dt
)
= −~∇p+~j × ~B, (3.3)with ρ the mass density of the plasma, ~v the veloity of the plasma uid and d/dt thederivation ∂/∂t + ~v · ∇. The eletri eld ~E an be linked to the other variables via Ohm'slaw
~E + ~v × ~B = η~j, (3.4)with η the plasma resistivity. In the ideal MHD theory the plasma is assumed to be ideallyonduting and η is set to zero.Aording to this, MHD instabilities in partiular an be lassied into ideal and resistiveMHD instabilities, where only the latter ones are aompanied with hanges in the magnetitopology due to nite resistivity. One of the most ommon resistive MHD instabilitiy in atokamak is the tearing mode. Due to their harateristi hanges in topology these insta-bilities are also alled magneti islands. Magneti islands are urrent driven instabilities2,whose evolution an be desribed by the modied Rutherford equation, resulting from MHDtheory. They grow slowly ompared to ideal instabilities on the resistive time-sale τres,whih is in the range of ms in ASDEX Upgrade.2In a tokamak, (part of) the drive is also given by the non-linear pressure perturbation in fat by theisland itself, as explained in setion 3.2.2 29
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Figure 3.1: Flux funtion of an m = 2 island plotted as a funtion of the helial angle ξ and thedistane from the rational surfae. The island width, X- and O-points are indiated.3.1 Magneti reonnetion and island topologyThe formation of a magneti island with mode number (m,n) is aused by a helial urrentperturbation with the same heliity. When an island forms, the geometry of nested uxsurfaes breaks down and, due to magneti reonnetion, the typial island struture forms.This is aompanied by the formation of X- and O-points, as illustrated in gure 3.1. Themagneti island has a helial struture, whih is entred at the resonant surfae rres andloses into itself after n poloidal and m toroidal turns. To desribe the island geometry itis useful to introdue a helial oordinate ξ, whih follows the helial mode struture and isdened as
ξ = θ − q(rres)φ, (3.5)with θ and φ the poloidal and toroidal angle, respetively and q(rres) = m/n. This oordinateis perpendiular to the equilibrium eld line, whih onnets the island O-points. Togetherwith the radial omponent r and the poloidal angle θ a new oordinate system is thusprovided (r, θ, ξ), whih is suitable to desribe the magneti island topology.Resistive MHD instabilities in general are assoiated with hanges in the plasma topology.In a region where opposing magneti elds meet (B∗ < 0 and B∗ > 0), the intrinsi energyof the system an be redued due to reonnetion of eld lines. Along B∗ = 0 a hain ofmagneti islands forms. This is aompanied by the formation of topologially separatedregions, where the plasma streams into, at the X-points. This is shematially illustrated ingure 3.2. In the onned plasma region of a tokamak (inside the separatrix) no loationof opposing magneti elds exists. Nevertheless, reonnetion takes plae at the resonantsurfaes, due to the fat that the superposition of the toroidal and the poloidal magneti30
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tion and island topology
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Figure 3.2: Shemati illustration of magneti reonnetion in the region of opposite magnetieldseld leads to a shearing of the total magneti eld, whih generates a similar situation [32℄.A quantity to desribe this shearing is q, dened in equation (1.9), whih desribes the uxsurfae averaged pith of the eld lines. In the following a monotonially inreasing q proleis assumed. As stated before, following a helial eld line at a resonant surfae, this eld lineloses onto itself after m toroidal and n poloidal turns at the same (initial) poloidal angle(starting point). This is illustrated for the q = 2 surfae in gure 3.3 (a) by the blue line.After two poloidal turns a eld line loser to the ore at a lower q, ends at a larger poloidalangle (green line). In ontrast the eld line further outside, at a higher q, has a smallerpith and, thus, ends at a smaller poloidal angle (red line) ompared to the starting point.This onsideration shows that in a helial oordinate system entred on a rational surfaea poloidal omponent of the magneti eld B∗ exists, whih hanges sign at the resonantsurfae due to the dierent eld line pith (gure 3.3 (b)). This enables reonnetion at theresonant surfaes. This helial eld B∗, aording to the above onsiderations, is mainlyin the poloidal diretion and an be approximated by B∗ ≈ Bpol(r) − Bpol(rres)(r/rres) [32℄.In the following, the hanges in the topology of the magneti ux due to reonnetion arealulated. In this alulation all equilibrium elds are denoted with 0. The perturbedparameters are indiated with 1.The topologial hanges of the magneti ux in the presene of a magneti island an bealulated by superimposing the equilibrium ux Ψ0 and the perturbed ux Ψ1 in the viinityof the resonant surfae. In the following all uxes Ψ are normalised to R and, hene, areuxes per unit length. The perturbed ux an be dened as follows:
Ψ1 = Ψ̂1 cos(mξ) (3.6)Assuming Ψ̂1 to be onstant over the island region, whih is the so alled `onstant Ψapproximation' [33℄ and valid to some extent for islands with m > 1, the total helialmagneti ux an be dened as the sum of the equilibrium and the perturbed ux [32, 34℄
Ψ∗ = Ψ0(rres) + Ψ1. (3.7)In the shifted helial oordinate system the equilibrium helial eld B∗ is set to 0 at theresonant surfae, whih implies that ∂Ψ0/∂r is zero at the resonant surfae. Therefore, theequilibrium ux Ψ0 an be approximated by a parabola [32℄. This results in the following31
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R0 R0Figure 3.3: Shemati illustration of the onditions in a tokamak, whih make magneti reonne-tion possible. (a) Three radially distributed eld lines at dierent q-surfaes, whih end after onetoroidal turn at dierent poloidal angles. (b) Poinare plot of one poloidal plane in (θ, r) for thethree eld lines.expression for the helial ux:
Ψ∗ = Ψ0(rres) +
1
2
Ψ
′′
0(r − rres)2 + Ψ̂1 cos(mξ) (3.8)The equation for the new ux surfaes an be derived by reforming equation (3.8)
x =
√
2
Ψ
′′
0
(Ψ∗ − Ψ0(rres) − Ψ̂1 cos(mξ)), (3.9)with x = r− rres. This expression is similar to the expressions derived in [35℄ and [36℄. Theux surfaes in the viinity of the resonant surfae for anm = 2 island are illustrated in gure3.1, where the island struture, inluding the X- and O-points and the island separatrix, arevisible. The ux is most strongly perturbed lose to the loation of the island. For positiveshear (dq/dΨ = q′ > 0) the minimum in the perturbed ux Ψ∗ is found at the O-point(ξ = π/2), where the perturbed urrent ows opposite to the equilibrium urrent and theisland has its full width W . In the X-points the ux perturbation is maximal (ξ = 0). Theisland width an be determined by alulating the island separatrix at the X- and O-pointswhere (ξ, x) are (0,0) and (π/2,W ), respetively. Identifying both expressions delivers anequation for W [32, 34℄
W = 4
√
Ψ1
Ψ
′′
0
. (3.10)Using the relation Ψ1 = −B1(rres)rres/m and the approximation Ψ′′0 ≈ −B0,polq′/q [34℄ theisland width an be alulated using parameters whih an be gained from the experiment(ompare also [35℄ and [36℄)
W = 4
√
B1(rres)rresq
mB0,polq′
. (3.11)32
3.2. Island evolution equation3.2 Island evolution equationIn ylindrial geometry the tearing mode equation for the linear growth of an island an bederived. Using the large aspet ratio approximation (ǫ = a/R << 1, with a the minor and
R the major plasma radius) the perturbed magneti eld an be written as ~B1 = ~∇Ψ × ~eφ,with ~eφ being the unit vetor in toroidal diretion. It is additionally assumed that thehelial diretion is almost toroidally, hene ~eξ ≈ ~eφ. In the ideal region plasma inertia anbe negleted, whih results in ~∇p = ~j × ~B aording to equation (3.3). Using the identitythat the url of a gradient is zero (∇×~j× ~B=0), expressing ~B in terms of Ψ and linearisingthe toroidal omponent of the resulting equation yields: [37, 3℄
∂
r∂r
(
r
∂Ψ1
∂r
)
− m
2
r2
Ψ1 +
µ0j
′
0,φ
B0,pol(1 − q(r)n/m)
Ψ1 = 0, (3.12)with j0,φ the equilibrium urrent in toroidal diretion. This tearing mode equation desribesthe perturbation of the plasma equilibrium due to a perturbed ux at r = rres in the linearregime. This is valid if the island is small ompared to the linear layer width δlayer (W <<
δlayer), dened as the region in whih non-ideal eets are negligible. The island is drivenby the gradient of the perturbed equilibrium urrent. The perturbed equilibrium ux Ψ1in the linear regime an be determined by integrating equation (3.12) for (rcore → rres − ε)and (rwall → rres + ε), using appropriate boundary onditions for the plasma ore and thewall. Equation (3.12) has a singularity at qres = m/n, sine the resistivity is negleted inthis ase. Nevertheless ontinuous solutions an be found, and the step in dΨ1/dr at rresorresponds to a urrent owing at the resonant surfae, whih orresponds to the denitionof ∆′0 [38, 36, 35, 32℄
∆′0 = lim
ε→0
[
1
Ψ1
dΨ1
dr
]rres+ε
rres−ε
. (3.13)Using this equation the urrent owing at the resonant surfae for a innitesimal smallisland, whih grows linearly an be determined. The parameter ∆′0 is the so alled `Deltaprime' and is a property of the plasma equilibrium. It is a measure for the total perturbedparallel urrent inside the island. The ∆′0 an be seen as the free energy whih is availablefor supporting magneti reonnetion and generating a magneti island [39℄. If ∆′0>0 thenthe growth of a tearing mode is supported by the plasma equilibrium.The evolution equation for the island width, in terms of the poloidal ux Ψ, for a largeisland, whih grows non-linearly, an be alulated on the basis of the expressions derivedin setion 3.1 and Ohm's law (equation 3.4) whih takes into aount the resistivity η in theviinity of an island in a layer with width W . Based on this, an expression for the perturbedux, in the non-linear regime an be found [35, 36, 32℄
∂Ψ1
∂t
= Eξ + ∇ξϕ = ηjξ − (~v × ~B)ξ + ∇ξϕ, (3.14)in terms of Eξ the indutive eletri eld and ϕ the eletrostati potential with ∇ξ thederivation in helial diretion. Assuming that the dominant ontribution is due to urrents33
3 Theory of magneti islandsowing along the eld lines, (~v × ~B) an be negleted. Additionally, the dependene on ϕan be eliminated by averaging over the ux surfaes, denoted with 〈〉
〈X〉 =
∫ ∫
XJdθdφ
∫ ∫
Jdθdφ
, (3.15)with J the Jaobian of the system and X an example variable. This yields
∂Ψ1
∂t
= 〈Eξ〉 = 〈ηjξ〉. (3.16)Aording to Ampère's law (equation (3.1)) the helial urrent jξ an be determined fromthe jump of the tangential omponent of the perturbed helial eld B∗ aross the island,assuming a small island, and the urrent to be loalised inside this small layer [32℄
jξ =
1
µ0W
(B∗(r−res) − B∗(r+res)) (3.17)
=
1
µ0W
(Ψ′1(r
+
res) − Ψ′1(r−res)) =
Ψ1(rres)
µ0W
∆′(W ). (3.18)As in the linear ase, the parameter ∆′Ψ1 denes the jump in dΨ1/dr aross the island with
r−res = rres −W/2 and r+res = rres +W/2, mathing the solution for Ψ1 for r < r−res and r > r+resat the island separatrix, whih an be alulated assuming an ideal plasma [38, 36, 35, 32℄.This leads to the expression for ∆′ in the non-linear regime
∆′ =
[
1
Ψ1
dΨ1
dr
]r+res
r−res
. (3.19)Together with equation (3.16) this leads to the equation for the perturbed ux [32℄
∂Ψ1
∂t
=
η
µ0
Ψ1(rres)
W
∆′(W ) (3.20)This mathing ondition an also be expressed as an integral over the island region [35, 36℄
∆′Ψ̂1 = 2µ0R
∫ r+res
r−res
dx
∮
〈jξ〉dξ = 2µ0R
∫ ∞
−∞
dx
∮
j||〈cos(mξ)〉dξ. (3.21)The parameter x is again dened as r− rres. Here is important to note, that only the helialomponent of the urrent, whih is the cos(mξ) omponent of the urrent parallel to theeld lines j||, ontributes to the tearing mode evolution.3.2.1 Rutherford equationRutherford introdued a simple model to alulate the island evolution, where the indutiveontribution to j|| is assumed to be the dominant one [38℄, as already assumed in the previoussetion. The orresponding eletri eld and urrent are generated by the time dependentgrowth of the island and are proportional to dΨ1/dt, aording to equation (3.16) [35℄. The34
3.2. Island evolution equationlassial Rutherford equation for the tearing mode evolution in terms of the island width Wis obtained, substituting the relation for W and Ψ aording to equation (3.10), in equation(3.20) [38℄
a1τres
dW
dt
= r2res∆
′. (3.22)The urrent diusion time or resistive time-sale τres is dened as µ0r2res/η. The parameter
a1 ≈ 0.82 results from the integration and is onneted to the island geometry. Aording toequation (3.22), for positive ∆′ a tearing mode is destabilised and is growing. Negative ∆′implies that the plasma is stable against tearing modes, hene, no free energy is available tosupport magneti reonnetion. For small islands ∆′ is assumed to not depend on the islandwidth as assumed in equation (3.13). Bigger islands with width W inuene the toroidalurrent distribution and hange ∆′ itself, suh that ∆′ dereases with inreasing island width.This leads to an island growth until it reahes the saturated island width W = Wsat. Thiseet is inluded in the following approximation for ∆′ [32, 40℄
∆′ = ∆′0
(
1 − W
Wsat
)
, (3.23)and desribes the evolution of a lassial tearing mode.3.2.2 Modied Rutherford equationIn general not only the indutive ontribution inuene the island evolution. All urrentswhih exist in the island region and ontain a helial omponent in the cos(mξ) diretionontribute to the parallel urrent j|| and alter the island evolution equation (equation (3.21)).In a tokamak the ux surfae averaged perturbed parallel urrent (j||) onsists of an indu-tive part (ηE||), a neolassial ontribution (jneo) and an also ontain diverse internally orexternally driven ontributions (jdiv) [36℄
〈j||〉 =
1
η
〈E||〉 + 〈jneo〉 + 〈jdiv〉. (3.24)These urrents stabilise the mode when they are direted parallel to the perturbed urrent,and destabilise the mode when they are direted in opposite diretion. In the following someof those urrents are presented.One important ontribution to the evolution of magneti islands is the perturbation of thebootstrap urrent. This urrent is a neolassial eet, already indiated in equation (3.24).This ontribution drives the neolassial tearing modes (NTMs) [41, 42℄. Another helialurrent perturbation, important for this work, is the urrent indued by external magnetiperturbation oils whih also an alter the island evolution. This ontribution is disussed indetail in setion 3.4. Another ontribution, also disussed in the following, is indued by theresistive wall, desribed in setion 3.6.2. Both these ontributions enter in jdiv in equation(3.24). A variety of further ontributions exist, whih are not disussed here. 35
3 Theory of magneti islandsPerturbed bootstrap urrentIn a tokamak the toroidal magneti eld dereases with 1/R. A partile following a eldline enounters regions of higher magneti eld. In these regions the veloity omponentperpendiular to the eld lines v⊥ is inreased and, in order to onserve magneti moment,the parallel veloity v|| of the partile is dereased. Partiles with a suiently high veloityparallel to the eld line, still follow the eld lines and irulate around the torus. These arealled passing partiles. All other partiles with a smaller initial parallel veloity, return at aertain position (v|| = 0) and are trapped at the outboard side (low eld side) in the so-alledmagneti mirrors for v|| ≤ ǫ1/2v⊥ [3℄. The superposition of several drifts (i.e the urvatureand ~∇B drift) leads to trapped partile obits whih, mapped to the poloidal plane, have abanana shape (banana orbits). The bootstrap urrent hene is a non-indutive urrent, whiharises from ollisions of trapped partiles, that are onned on banana orbits, with passingpartiles. It is proportional to a linear ombination of the radial gradient of temperature anddensity, whih an be simplied as a dependene on the pressure gradient, and the frationof trapped partiles (ǫ1/2). In the limit of a small inverse aspet ratio (ǫ=rres/R) this urrentan be written as [35, 43℄
jbs ≈ −
ǫ1/2
Bpol
dp
dr
. (3.25)A more aurate expression was introdued in [44℄, where the atual dependenes on thegradients of the ion and eletron temperature and the eletron density are onsidered sepa-rately:
δjbs,Sauter = RBtorpe
[
(−0.5) p
pe
∂ ln p
∂ψ
+ 0.2∂ lnTe
∂ψ
+ (−0.25)∂ lnTi
∂ψ
]
√
〈B2〉
. (3.26)When a suiently large island forms, the heat ux aross the island is enhaned due toan eetive short-iruit of the eld lines indiated in gure 3.1. Partiles and heat rossthe island by rapidly owing along the eld lines. Sine the pressure an be seen as aux surfae quantity, the pressure prole will atten inside the island and the pressuregradient is removed. Aording to equations (3.25) and (3.26) this leads to a loss of bootstrapurrent inside the island. This `helial hole' in the bootstrap urrent in the viinity ofthe island exhibits the required cos(mξ) omponent to ontribute to the perturbed parallelurrent j|| and inuenes the island width evolution. Taking the indutive and neolassialontributions (jneo=̂jbs) into aount and substituting this expression for j|| in equation(3.21) and using the expression for the island width (equation (3.10)) gives the modiedRutherford equation [35, 43, 45, 46, 35, 41, 42℄:
a1τres
dW
dt
= r2res∆
′(W ) + r2res∆bs (3.27)
∆bs = a2ǫ
1/2Lq
Lp
βpol
W
(3.28)36
3.2. Island evolution equationThe plasma β in this formula is the βpol dened as (2µ0〈p〉/B2pol) with p the total pressureand 〈Bpol〉 the ux- surfae averaged poloidal magneti eld strength at the resonant surfae.The magneti shear length is dened as Lq = q/q′, while the gradient length of the pressureis Lp = −p/p′, due to the negative pressure gradient. In normal operation this leads to
Lq/Lp > 0. So the loss of bootstrap urrent ontributes to the drive of NTMs, whereas forNTMs the eet of the equilibrium urrent (∆′) is normally assumed to be stabilising. Theparameter a2 is a left over from the spatial integral in equation (3.21) and of the order ofunity.Small island eetsAording to equation (3.27) all islands whose resonant surfae is present in the plasmawould be unstable and grow. Sine this is not observed in experiment, additional eets,whih are mainly important at small island size, must play a role. These eets lead to athreshold for the island growth (NTM threshold).The rst important eet is a transport eet due to radial diusion [45℄. For large islandsthe attening of the temperature T for example an be desribed by the following equation
χ||∇2||T + χ⊥∇2⊥T = 0, (3.29)with χ|| and χ⊥ being the parallel and perpendiular heat ondutivities. For these islandsthe ratio of χ||/χ⊥ an be seen as innite and T is a ux surfae funtion. This is not truefor small islands. Approximating ∇|| with ∼W and ∇⊥ with∼ 1/W yields a dependene of
χ||/χ⊥ on W 4. Hene, for islands smaller than a ritial island width Wχ the ratio of χ||/χ⊥is nite. This means that the parallel transport does not dominate over the perpendiularone and both are of the same order of magnitude. This leads to an inomplete temperature(pressure) attening inside the island and redues the drive due to the loss of bootstrapurrent.The seond small island eet is a nite orbit width eet [46, 47, 48℄. In general, a smallisland is rotating with respet to the surrounding plasma, due to torques ating on theisland. These torques are aused by urrents in the viinity of the island, whih have aomponent proportional to sin(mξ), ompared to urrents ontributing to the island growthdepending on cos(mξ). The resulting dierential rotation is onneted with an eletrostatipotential in order to satisfy the ideal MHD ondition E|| = 0. This leads to an ~E × ~Bow along the magneti surfae. This ow is faster around the island's O-points, whihleads to an aeleration of the plasma around the island from the X-point to the O-point.Aording to equation (3.3), this plasma ow is balaned by a urrent perpendiular tothe magneti surfae, the polarisation urrent. The polarisation urrent is mainly arriedby the ions due to a smaller ylotron frequeny. Sine the plasma is inompressible (~∇ ·
~j = 0) this perpendiular polarisation urrent gives rise to a urrent streaming parallel tothe magneti surfae, whih varies with cos(mξ) and thus, alters the modied Rutherfordequation (3.21). This eet is proportional to 1/W 3 (ompare equation (3.33)) and, hene,is mainly important for small islands. The polarisation urrent eet depends strongly onollisionality [46, 49℄ and is enhaned for high ion ollision frequenies with respet to the37
3 Theory of magneti islandsmode rotation νii/ω > 1. In this work the following expression for the ion-ion ollision time
τii is used [5℄
τii = 1/νii =
12π3/2√
2
m
1/2
i T
3/2
i ǫ
2
0
ni(eZ)4) lnΛ
, (3.30)with ln Λ the Coulomb logarithm. Depending on the island rotation frequeny ω this ontri-bution an be stabilising or destabilising. In most of the ases it is assumed to be stabilising,in order to explain the stability of small islands refereed to above whih leads to a thresholdin the island growth. Inluding both of these small island eets in the island evolutionequation leads to a nal expression for the modied Rutherford equation [35℄:
a1τres
dW
dt
= r2res∆
′(W ) + r2res∆bs + r
2
res∆pol (3.31)
∆bs = a2ǫ
2Lq
Lp
βpol
W
[
W 2
W 2 +W 2χ
] (3.32)
∆pol = −a3g(ǫ, νii)
(
ρθi
Lq
Lp
)2
1
W 3
(3.33)The parameter ρθi = √2mikBTi/eBpol is the ion poloidal gyro radius, with kB the Boltzmannonstant. The ollisionality dependene of the ion polarisation urrent is inluded via thefator g(ǫ, νii) [50℄ whih is ǫ3/2 for `ollisionless' plasmas (νii/ǫΩ∗e << 1) and equal to 1 inthe `ollisional' ase. The frequeny Ω∗e is the eletron diamagneti drift frequeny denedlater on in equation (3.54). The oeient a3 is again onneted to the integral in equation(3.21) and is of the order of unity.3Stability diagramIn gure 3.4 the dependene of the island growth rate dW/dt on the island width W , a-ording to equation (3.31), is illustrated for three dierent βpol values assuming a stabilisingontribution of ∆′.For high βpol, shown in red, the evolution shows two zeros (dW/dt = 0). The rst one isdue to the small island eets, whih lead to a threshold for the island onset. The growthrate is positive only if W exeeds a ritial island width Wcrit. Thus, a `seed' perturbationis needed, whih indues a seed island with Wseed ≥ Wcrit to destabilise an NTM. As βpolinreases, Wcrit(βpol) dereases. Therefore, destabilising an NTM requires a smaller Wseed athigher βpol. IfW exeedsWcrit the island will grow until it reahes the saturated island width
Wsat, whih orresponds to the seond zero of dW/dt. Also Wsat inreases with inreasing
βpol. However, Wsat an inrease suh that any further rise in βpol, e.g. due to an inreaseof heating power, leads to island growth. This attens the pressure over a larger region andresults in a onnement degradation, thus anels the initial inrease in βpol. It is thereforenot possible to inrease βpol further, whih an be seen as a `soft β-limit' [46℄. For very large3More reent results have shown that the polarisation urrent is likely smaller than expeted from equation(3.33), see referenes [51, 52, 48℄38
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Figure 3.4: Island growth rate (inluding the ∆′ , the bootstrap urrent and the ion polarisationurrent term) aording to equation (3.31), versus the island width for three dierent βpol.islands the whole proess an also terminate in a disruption (`hard β limit').The island an be stabilised by dereasing βpol, e.g. ramping down the heating power, to-wards the marginal point (βmarg). One βmarg is reahed (blue urve in gure 3.4), the islanddeays rapidly independently of βpol.For βpol < βmarg, shown in green, no W exists for whih dW/dt is positive and the plasma isstable against NTMs.To onlude, the NTM growth requires a βpol larger than βmarg and a `seed' island with awidth Wseed that exeeds Wcrit(βpol). These are the reasons why NTMs mainly appear inplasmas with high pressure.3.3 Trigger mehanismsAording to equation (3.31), the plasma is linearly stable against NTMs if no seed pertur-bation is present whih leads to a seed island with Wseed > Wcrit(βpol) Only the appearaneof a seed perturbation leads to a nonlinearly unstable situation and the onset of an NTM.Typially, the trigger mehanisms of the most ommon m/n=3/2 and 2/1 NTMs are MHDinstabilities with dierent mode numbers. These instabilities, or their harmonis, oupletoroidally to the resonant surfae and indue a seed perturbation at this loation. For ex-ample, the m ∓ 1 omponent of (the seond harmoni of) a 1/1 instability at the q = 1surfae, an indue a seed perturbation at the q=2/1 or q=3/2 surfae. This an lead tothe onset of a 2/1 or 3/2 NTM, respetively [43℄. Flat rotation proles between the trig-gering and the island surfae support the triggering proess due to the absene of shieldingeets, whih are more pronouned for a high shear in rotation and in the magneti eld.At ASDEX Upgrade the typial trigger mehanisms are sawtooth rashes, shbones and39
3 Theory of magneti islandsedge loalised modes (ELMs) [53℄. NTMs, whih appear without any visible trigger, startas lassial tearing mode but later on evolve into an NTM driven additionally by the lossof bootstrap urrent. In priniple, externally applied magneti perturbations an also leadto the seeding of an NTMs, see next setion 3.4. The three triggering proesses mentioned
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Figure 3.5: (3,2) Neolassial tearing modes at ASDEX Upgrade triggered by (a) a sawtoothrash (b) a shbone and () an ELM with orresponding typial time traes to illustrate the onsetevaluation and the trigger orrelationabove are illustrated in gure 3.5. Here the typial time traes, whih are used to identify theorresponding trigger mehanism at the NTM onset are illustrated for (a) a sawtooth rash,(b) a shbone and () an ELM. The onset of eah NTM is learly visible in the inrease ofthe amplitude of a pik-up oil signal (dB/dt) (seond row from top) and in the aordingspetrograms (bottom row). All NTMs are aompanied by a loss in the normalised plasma
βN = βtor/(Ip(MA)/(a(m)Btor(T))), shown in the topmost row. The toroidal βtor is denedlike βpol but using the toroidal magneti eld. In gure 3.5 (a) the onset of a 3/2 and a 2/1NTM is shown, both of whih are triggered by a sawtooth rash. A sawtooth is a (resistive)1/1 MHD instability in the plasma ore and haraterised by a ollapse of the entral pres-sure and temperature. Figure 3.5 (b) shows a 3/2 NTM triggered by a shbone rash. Theshbone instability, driven by a fast ion population whih then gets lost during the rash, isidentied with the typial `shbone' pattern in the Soft X-Ray signal and the harateristidown shifting frequeny evolution visible in the spetrogram. Figure 3.5 () illustrates thetriggering by an ELM, whih is haraterised by a ollapse of the density and temperaturepedestal and the orresponding ushing out of partiles and heat into the srape-o layer,whih is then deteted by divertor shunt urrents (ELM monitor).40
3.4. External perturbation elds3.4 External perturbation eldsIn addition to perturbations inside the plasma, NTMs an also be inuened by externallyapplied magneti perturbations (MPs). These perturbation elds are, for example, gener-ated by urrents owing in external oils. At ASDEX Upgrade these perturbation oils arealled B-oils (setion 2.1) and are installed inside the vessel. The B-oils an be used in`resonant' and `non-resonant' ongurations, adjusted by the phasing of the upper and loweroil row. Both ongurations ontain resonant and non-resonant magneti eld omponents,whih at dierently on the plasma and mode stability.The resonant omponents of the MP eld an penetrate into the plasma and provoke mag-neti reonnetion at a resonant surfae whih is aompanied by the generation of a smallmagneti island at this surfae. This small island an at as seed island for a neolassialtearing mode. Stati resonant magneti perturbations an, therefore, produe a loked modewhih, in most ases, leads to a disruption. Pre-existing rotating modes an also interatwith the resonant MP elds. They are slowed down and lok to the MP eld. The non-resonant omponents of the error eld do not inuene MHD modes diretly but insteadindue a global torque, the neolassial toroidal visous torque, and thus also support theappearane of loked modes [54℄. Both eets are present in every B-oil onguration. Thedierene is that in a `non-resonant' onguration the resonant omponents are minimisedwhile in a `resonant' onguration they are maximised. This is illustrated in gure 3.6,where the perturbed magneti elds (vauum plots) of an n = 2 `non-resonant' (a) and`resonant' (b) onguration in a poloidal ross setion are shown. These vauum plots arethe result of a superposition of the perturbation eld, aused by the B-oils and alulatedusing the vauum eld approximation, and the equilibrium eld. This superposition leads tothe formation of vauum islands at the various resonant surfaes. The size of these vauumislands depends on the magnitude of the resonant omponents of the perturbed ux Ψvac,aording to equation (3.10) [37℄. Hene, the magnitude of a resonant MP eld omponentan be parametrised via the size of the vauum island
Wvac = 4
(
R0q
Btor
)
1
2
∣
∣
∣
∣
Ψvac
(q′/q)rres
∣
∣
∣
∣
1
2
. (3.34)In both gures vauum islands are visible, hene, resonant omponents are present, but thevauum islands are onsiderably larger in the `resonant' ase (g. 3.6 (b)), espeially at the
q=3/2 and 4/2 surfae.3.4.1 Resonant magneti eld omponentsThe resonant omponent of the perturbation eld exhibits a disontinuity in the perturbedhelial poloidal ux at a resonant surfae, whih implies the existene of a helial urrentbeing present at this surfae [37℄. This approah is analogue to a more ompat desrip-tion based on the formation of an island at a resonant surfae in the vauum magneti eld(superposition of the equilibrium and the perturbation eld) indued by the resonant om-ponent of the magneti perturbation eld. The plasma response to the formation of this41
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Figure 3.6: Vauum plots resulting from the superposition of an equilibrium magneti eld, takenfrom #28061 at 4.8 s, with (a) a `non-resonant' and (b) a `resonant' n = 2 B-oil onguration.vauum island leads to the generation of a helial shielding urrent at this surfae. Thehelial urrent generated at a resonant surfae, aording to both approahes, inuenes amagneti island in two ways: it modies the island width evolution due to an inuene onthe island stability, whih an be desribed by the modied Rutherford equation. This inter-ation takes plae for the omponent of the urrent that is in phase with the magneti island(cos(∆φ)). Seondly the sin (∆φ) omponent of the urrent auses a (~j × ~B) torque, whihats on the island in order to hange the frequeny of the mode to math the frequeny ofthe perturbation eld. The phase dierene ∆φ is dened as the dierene of the toroidalloation of the O-point of the magneti island and the vauum island [37℄.Non-linear regimeIn this work mainly the inuene of stati MPs on pre-existing large rotating islands isdisussed. Large islands are not allowed to slip through the plasma; rather they rotatetogether with the plasma uid. Their response to the MPs is non-linear. Therefore, theappropriate boundary onditions for the plasma ow (`non-slip theory') in the region of theisland have to be used [37℄. This provides the following equation for the ontribution of the42
3.4. External perturbation eldsresonant MPs on the island stability in a ylindri geometry [37℄
∆ext =
2m
rres
(
Wvac
W
)2
cos(∆φ), (3.35)and the extended modied Rutherford equation:
a1τres
dW
dt
= r2res∆
′(W ) + r2res∆bs + r
2
res∆pol + r
2
res∆ext (3.36)The toroidal perturbation aused by the externally applied magneti elds is parametrisedby the size of the vauum island Wvac. The width Wvac an diretly be alulated from theperturbed magneti ux ψvac via equation (3.34) and an therefore be linked to the perturbedradial magneti eld at the resonant surfae (Br = −mψvac)/r). In addition to the inueneon the island evolution, the resonant MPs exert a (~j× ~B) torque in the viinity of the island,whih tries to alter the mode frequeny ω to math that of the MPs [37℄. The toroidalomponent of this torque is
Tφ,jxB,non−linear = −4π2R0
mn
µ0
C2 W 2vac W
2 sin(∆φ). (3.37)The parameter C ontains equilibrium quantities and is dened as:
C =
rresBtor |q′|
16q2R0
. (3.38)Equation (3.35) and (3.37) predit that the larger and the slower the island is, the strongeris the eet of the MPs on the island. Additionally, the inuene on a rotating island inthe non-linear phase is modulated. Assuming a large rotating island with initial size W0and initial frequeny ω0, gure 3.7 illustrates the modulation of dW/dt and dω/dt aordingto the external eld desribed by equations (3.35) and (3.37). It is visible in gure 3.7that, due to the `non-slip' ondition for large islands, the mode frequeny and width varyperiodially and not in phase, whih leads to the following situation: During the phases inwhih the mode is slowed down (gure 3.7 (b), red shadowed region), the island width islarger ompared to W0, whereas during the phases in whih the mode is aelerated (gure3.7 (b), orange shadowed region) the island is smaller ompared to W0. At the same time, inthe phases where the mode is stabilised (gure 3.7 (a), green shadowed region), it is slowerompared to the initial frequeny ω0. Therefore, the island stays longer in the region where itis stabilised. Aording to the applied theory, a rotating island experienes a net stabilisingeet and is slowed down due to the MPs. Both eets are linked. Therefore, without themodulation of the island width no braking takes plae and vie versa. As soon as the islandloks (∆φ=onstant) this theory predits a strong inrease of the island width.In order to alulate a time averaged (~j × ~B) torque, whih is ating on the island in thenon-linear regime, it an be assumed that the modulation of the island frequeny is small.Hene, the island is rotating almost uniformly, whih is valid in any ase for substantiallyfast rotating islands. Additionally, it is assumed that the ontribution of the perturbationeld (equation (3.35)) is the dominant term in the modied Rutherford equation. In this43
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a)
b)Figure 3.7: Modulation of the island width and phase evolution due to MPs as a funtion of thephase dierene ∆φ of the magneti and the vauum island. In (a) the evolution of the island widthin terms of dW/dt ∼ ∆ext is shown in blak. The resulting island width W with respet to theinitial island width W0 is shown in blue (dashed line). In (b) the evolution of the island frequenyin terms of dω/dt ∼ Tj×B is shown in blak. The resulting island frequeny ω with respet to theinitial island frequeny ω0 is shown in red (dashed line).limit the modied Rutherford equation an be integrated analytially whih yields for statiperturbation elds [55℄
W (t) ≃ W̃0| sin(ωt)|1/3 (3.39)
W̃0 = 1.939 m
1/3
(
W 2vac/r
2
res
ωτres
)1/3
rres, (3.40)with ω the atual mode frequeny (almost onstant in time) and W̃0 the maximal islandwidth during one period (for ∆φ = π/2). The steady (~j × ~B) torque in toroidal diretion ishene given by: [55℄
〈Tφ,jxB,non−linear〉 = −4π2R0
mn
µ0
0.05356 C2 W 2vac W̃
2
0 (ω) (3.41)Linear regimeThis work is mainly foused on the interation of externally applied MPs with pre-existinglarge rotating modes. Therefore the linear theory, valid for small islands e.g. in the aseof mode penetration, is only briey disussed for the partiular ase of stati perturbationelds.The linear theory applies for islands smaller than the linear layer width. These small islandsare allowed to `slip' through the plasma frame and do not neessarily rotate with the eletron44
3.4. External perturbation 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Figure 3.8: Example of (a) the (~j× ~B) torque, (b) the island width W and () the phase dierene
∆φ for the linear and non-linear theory at a q = 2 surfae. The input parameters are listed in table5.3.uid (see setion 3.5). In the following the rotation of small modes in the unperturbed ase(without B-oils) is dened as the unperturbed tearing frequeny ω0,MHD [37℄. Hene, statiMPs indue a small island whih is also not rotating but has a onstant phase shift (∆φ)with respet to the vauum island due to the plasma owing around it. This phase shiftdepends on ω0,MHD and due to the fat that it is onstant the MPs exert a steady (~j × ~B)torque in the viinity of the resonant surfaes.In the following, the formulae for the viso-resistive limit are presented. This limit is validfor ω0,MHD << τ1/3V τ−2/3H τ 2/3res with [37, 40℄
τV =
r2res
Dφ
(3.42)
τH =
R0
√
µ0ρ(rres)
Btorn(rres/Lq(rres))
, (3.43)where D is the momentum diusion oeient, ρ the ion mass density, τH the loal hydro-magneti time-sale and τV the visous diusion time-sale at the orresponding resonantsurfae. In this limit the visosity and the resistivity play the dominant role in the islandregion, while the inertia is negleted. When the island is smaller than the viso-resistive lin-ear layer width (W < δVR = (τ 1/3H τ−1/6res τ−1/6V rres)) the steady torque Tφ,jxB,linear, the indued45
3 Theory of magneti islandsisland width W and the phase shift ∆φ are given by [37, 40℄
Tφ,jxB,linear = −4π2R0
2m2n
µ0|∆′0rres|
ω0,MHD τrec
1 + (ω0,MHD τrec)2
C2 W 2vac (3.44)
W 2 =
1
√
1 + (ω0,MHD τrec)2
2m
|∆′0rres|
W 2vac (3.45)
∆φ = arctan(ω0,MHD τrec), (3.46)with ∆′0 the stability parameter in the linear regime, desribed by equation (3.13), and τrecthe reonnetion time-sale in the viso-resistive limit dened as
τrec =
2.1036
|∆′0rres|
τ
1/3
H τ
5/6
res
τ
1/6
V
. (3.47)In gure 3.8 the torque Tφ,jxB, the island evolutionW and the phase shift ∆φ at a q=2 surfaeaording to an n=2, m=4 MP eld in the linear ase with respet to fMHD = ω0,MHD/(2π)are illustrated. The phase shift ∆φ inreases with inreasing tearing frequeny (for statiMPs) whih aordingly leads to a strong derease in Tφ,jxB and W . The time averagednon-linear torque and the non-linear island width evolution, aording to equation (3.41)and (3.40), with respet to the NTM frequeny (=̂fMHD ), are also shown. The linear andnon-linear torque are of the same order of magnitude and show a similar behaviour. In boththeories the island width and torque are largest if fMHD is lose to the MP eld frequeny(fB−coils) whih is zero at AUG. When fMHD diers from fB−coils the torque ats in thediretion to adapt fMHD to fB−coils.3.4.2 Non-resonant magneti eld omponentsThe non-resonant omponents of the MPs only give rise to the neolassial toroidal visoustorque (NTV) and do not inuene the island stability diretly. The NTV torque ontributesto the plasma rotation damping generated by a non-ambipolar radial ow of trapped par-tiles indued by the error eld. The externally applied magneti perturbations break theaxisymmetry of the magneti eld, whih leads to a distortion of the ux tubes [56℄. How-ever, the ux onservation leads to a modulation of the magneti eld; an inreased magnetield exists in regions with a dereased ross-setion and vie versa. This modulation of themagneti eld in turn leads to a modulation of the ratio of parallel to perpendiular pressure.Due to ollisions, the modulation of the ux tube and the pressure are not in phase and aradial drift of trapped partile arises. This leads to a radial urrent and hene, a (~j × ~B)torque aused by the non-resonant omponents of the error eld arises. The NTV torquean be alulated in the relevant ollisionality regime from the relation between the radialion partile ux and the toroidal fores. In partiular, the toroidal (~eφ diretion) visousstress 〈~eφ∇· ↔π i〉 is important [57, 58℄, with ↔π i the visosity tensor. This onnetion an bemade by solving the ux surfae averaged ion momentum equation in the toroidal diretion:[58℄ [49℄
〈~eφ
∂
∂t
ρ~vi〉 = −〈~eφ∇·
↔
π i〉 + ..., (3.48)46
3.5. Mode rotationwith ρ the ion mass density and ~vi the rotation veloity of the ion uid, and the fore-fritionrelation:
ZeΓi = 〈~eφ∇·
↔
π i〉 = −tNTV (3.49)yielding the NTV torque density tNTV with Γi a radial non-ambipolar ion partile ux, de-ned as 〈ni~vi~er〉.In the ore region plasmas are mainly in the low-ollisitionality banana regime. In thisregime the partiles nish at least one banana orbit before they ollide with another par-tile and therefore, the eetive ion-ion ollision frequeny is less than the banana bounefrequeny (ν∗i = νii/(ǫωb) ≪ 1, with ωb = ǫ1/2vth/(qR) and vth the thermal veloity). In thebanana regime trapped partiles dominate the transport. Two ollisionality regimes existwithin the banana regime. These two sub-regimes are: the 1/ν regime for (νii/ǫ > qωExB)and the ν regime for (νii/ǫ < qωExB) with ωExB the ~E× ~B drift frequeny dened as Er/rBtor,with Er the radial eletri eld. In the investigated plasmas, the ore region is mainly nearthe transition from the 1/ν and ν regime. In the following and in setion 5.3 the formu-lae and parameter denitions for the 1/ν regime are used. In the regimes valid for higherollisionality for example at the edge, like the plateau and Prsh-Shlüter regime [3℄, thedrift of trapped partiles is redued - due to less trapped partiles. Therefore, the presentedalulation, valid for the banana regime, provides an upper limit for the NTV torque.The radial ion ux Γi an be alulated in the relevant ollisionality regime. It is onnetedto the toroidal visous stress and the orresponding NTV torque density tNTV. Calulatingthe radial ion partile ux for the 1/ν regime leads to the generi formulation for the toroidalNTV torque density [59, 60, 49℄
tNTV ≃ mini
ǫ3/2vth,i
νii〈R2〉
(
δB
B0
)2
〈R2〉 (Ωφ − Ω∗NC) , (3.50)with mi and ni the ion mass and density, vth,i the thermal ion veloity (√2Ti/mi), νii theion-ion ollision frequeny, Ωφ the plasma rotation frequeny and Ω∗NC a neolassial osetfrequeny. Additionally the NTV depends on the ratio of the perturbation eld (δB) andthe equilibrium eld (B0). The NTV ats as drag and tries to slow down the plasma rotation
Ωφ towards Ω∗NC. The oset rotation Ω∗NC is in the ounter-urrent diretion for stati MPsand depends on the ion temperature gradient [61, 62℄. The detailed dependene is given inequation (5.26). The total torque an be alulated by integrating tNTV over the plasmavolume V . A detailed alulation of the NTV an be found in setion 5.3. This is done bytaking into aount that the B-oils produe a perturbation eld whih is loated mainly atthe low eld side and that the plasmas are divertor plasmas. This is not taken into aountin most of the alulations at other devies, where a helial perturbation and a ylindrialplasma is assumed.3.5 Mode rotationIn addition to the evolution of the island width, the evolution of the phase of a modeis also important. In the laboratory frame an island struture rotates with the eletron47
3 Theory of magneti islandsuid, whih diers in rotation frequeny from the main plasma rotation frequeny Ωi. Theplasma rotation in the ase of AUG is dominated by the toroidal ion rotation frequeny
Ωi,φ (=vtor/R) whih an be measured by means of the CXRS diagnosti (f. setion 2.3.7).It is assumed that the poloidal ion plasma rotation is strongly damped [63℄ and that onlythe toroidal plasma rotation is important. In ontrast, the poloidal and toroidal rotationof a magneti island are always oupled via the safety fator q. At the resonant surfaethe balane between the eletromagneti eld and the pressure gradient leads to a rotationof the magneti island with the eletron perpendiular veloity v⊥,e. In general, for boththe eletron and ion uids, only the rotation perpendiular to the magneti eld lines areimportant. v⊥,e is the sum of the ~E × ~B drift veloity ~vExB = ~E × ~B/B2 and the eletrondiamagneti drift veloity ~v∗e , whih leads to the following relation for the mode frequeny
ω ≈ ~k(~vExB + ~v∗e ) (3.51)(3.52)with the wave vetor ~k dened as (n/R~eφ + m/r~eθ). The diamagneti drifts are aused bythe existene of a pressure gradient (~v∗ = ~∇p × ~B/(qnB2)) and give rise to a diamagnetiurrent via ~jdia = ne(~v∗i − ~v∗e ). Negleting the poloidal omponent of the plasma rotationand assuming that the diamagneti drift frequeny Ω∗i,e for ions and eletrons is mainly inthe poloidal diretion yields
ω = nΩi,φ −mΩ∗i (3.53)
Ω∗i = −Ω∗e = −
∇pe,i
|qe,i|ne,iBtorr
. (3.54)The rotation ω of a small magneti island in the laboratory frame, where the loal radialmagneti eld is zero, diers from Ωi,φ by about the poloidal omponent of the ion dia-magneti drift frequeny Ω∗i = v∗i /r [64℄. For normal operation, with a o-urrent rotatingplasma, the ion diamagneti frequeny is positive and the mode rotates slower ompared tothe plasma. The propagation of a small island with respet to the plasma frame is the samemehanism that gives rise to the polarisation urrent, whih inuenes the island stabilityas already disussed in setion 3.2.2. For large islands the pressure gradient at the resonantsurfae vanishes and, hene, Ω∗i = 0. So large islands rotate with the plasma and do not`slip' trough the plasma.3.6 Equation of motionThe time evolution of the island frequeny an be desribed by the equation of motion,inluding all torques ating on the island. Assuming that the Ω∗i is onstant, hanges in theisland rotation are aused by hanges in the plasma rotation at the resonant surfae. Again,assuming poloidal ow damping [63℄, the poloidal omponent of the equation of motion anbe negleted and from the toroidal omponent of the equation of motion, the mode rotationan be derived:
I
dω
dt
=
∑
Tφ (3.55)48
3.6. Equation of motionAny torque whih is not balaned by other torques ontributes to the inertia I = mplasmaR20,whih gives rise to a hange in the mode frequeny, with mplasma the mass of the plasma.3.6.1 Visous torqueIn addition to the (~j × ~B) and NTV torques aused by the externally applied magnetiperturbations (setion 3.4), the visous torque Tvs and the NBI input torque TNBI (see setion2.2.1) also strongly inuene the island rotation.The plasma ross-setions (referred to as `plasma shells' with volume dV and width dr) areradially oupled via a perpendiular plasma visosity. This gives rise to a visous torque,where the toroidal omponent an be desribed as [37, 40℄
Tφ,vs|dV = 4π2R0
[
(DφρrR
2
0)
∂Ω
∂r
]r+dr/2
r−dr/2
, (3.56)with Dφ the momentum diusion oeient and ρ the mass density, where the produt ofboth is proportional to the perpendiular visosity. A radial gradient in the rotation prolegives rise to a restoring torque between the dierent plasma shells along r with the Volume
dV = V (r + dr/2) − V (r − dr/2). For a large island, whih is not allowed to `slip' throughthe plasma (Ω∗i ≈ 0), only the deviation from its natural frequeny ω0 is important. Thenatural frequeny is dened as the mode rotation in a steady-state situation where the globalvisous and NBI input torque balane eah other. Every deviation of ω from ω0 is opposedby the perpendiular visosity whih gives rise to the orresponding restoring torque. Thetorque an be derived from the following approximation, assuming that hanges in the moderotation are aused by hanges in the toroidal plasma rotation Ωφ [40℄
Tφ,vs = A∆Ωφ = A
1
n
(ω − ω0). (3.57)The parameter A depends on visosity and properties of the natural veloity prole.3.6.2 Resistive wall torqueIn addition also the existene of a resistive wall an inuene a magneti island. Thisinuene is desribed in this setion, following the derivation in [65℄. The resistive wall isimportant mainly for slowly rotating islands. The presene of a resistive wall results in a
~jwall × ~B(rwall) torque. The wall is loated at r = rwall with a nite ondutivity σ. At theresonant surfae, inside a magneti island, a perturbed helial urrent j1 is owing. Its phasevaries in time (∼ ei(mξ−ωt)) with respet to the wall, aording to the mode frequeny ω, with
m the poloidal mode number. Outside the resonant surfae the perturbed urrent is zero.Consequently, the perturbed eld in these regions (r 6= rres) an be desribed by Ampère'slaw (see equation (3.1)). The poloidal and radial omponent of ~B1 an be alulated byinluding the orret boundary onditions for the radial and tangential omponent of ~B1 inthe three regions (0 < r < rres), (rres < r < rwall) and (rwall < r < ∞). Here, additionally,the perturbed urrent owing at the resonant surfae has to be taken into aount. In order49
3 Theory of magneti islandsto determine the shielding urrent jwall indued in the wall by the rotating mode, the tearingmode equation has to be solved, aounting for the above desribed boundary onditions.An approximation for jwall an be alulated from Faraday's law, using the perturbed radialmagneti eld B1r∞ in the outer region rwall < r <∞:
jwall =
rwallωσwall
m
B1r∞ (3.58)
B1r∞ = −
B1
iωτwall
(rres
r
)m+1
ei(mξ−ωt) (3.59)The time τwall is the resistive time of the wall with width d, dened as τwall = µ0drwallσwall/(2m).The ASDEX Upgrade vessel wall is made out of steel (σwall = 107 1/mΩ) and loated at aminimum radius rwall of 0.5m with a thikness of around d = 15mm on average. In a irularapproximation this results in τwall of 50ms for a mode with m = 1.The fore ating on the island an be alulated using equation (3.58) and (3.59) via
Fwall = ~j × ~B =
1
2
jwallB
∗
1r∞, (3.60)with B∗1r∞ the onjugated of B1r∞. This results in the equation for the toroidal omponentof the resistive wall torque Tφ,rw [65, 34, 37℄
Tφ,rw = −4π2R20
m2
µ0rres
(
rres
rwall
)2m
(ωτwall)
1 + (ωτwall)2
C2W 4
1
√
(ǫ/q)2 + 1
. (3.61)The parameter C is dened in equation (3.38). The last term in equation (3.61) results fromthe extration of the toroidal omponent from the total helial torque, whih ontains botha poloidal and a toroidal omponent.Sine the helial urrent owing in the wall ontains a omponent whih is in phase (cos(mξ)omponent) with the perturbed ux, the resistive wall an also ontribute to the islandevolution [37℄
∆rw = −
2m
rres
(ωτwall)
2u
[1 − u]
1 + (ωτwall)2[1 − u]
. (3.62)The parameter u is dened as u = (r+res/rwall)2m. This ontribution adds to the modiedRutherford equation:
a1τres
dW
dt
= r2res∆
′(W ) + r2res∆bs + r
2
res∆pol + r
2
res∆ext + r
2
res∆rw (3.63)3.7 SummaryThe evolution of a magneti island an be haraterised by the evolution of the islandwidth and its phase. The evolution of the island width an be desribed by the modiedRutherford equation. Every parallel urrent with a cos(mξ) omponent an inuene theisland evolution, either stabilising or destabilising. Modes that are driven by the equilibrium50
3.7. Summaryurrent prole (∆′ unstable) are alled lassial tearing modes. Neolassial tearing modesare typially ∆′ stable, and are driven by the loss of bootstrap urrent. Additionally, dueto small island eets a threshold for the mode onset exists. This implies the requirementof a `seed' island at the resonant surfae, whih an be indued by a trigger instabilityat a dierent surfae. Inluding all ontributions disussed in the previous setions in themodied Rutherford equation that desribes the evolution of the island width W yields:
0.82τres
dW
dt
= r2res∆
′(W ) + r2res∆bs + r
2
res∆pol + r
2
res∆ext + r
2
res∆rw (3.64)The frequeny evolution of a magneti island an be derived from the equation of motionby inluding all torques ating on the island. Assuming poloidal ow damping, only thetoroidal omponents of the torques inuene the island evolution. These are summarised inthe following equation of motion for the island frequeny ω:
I
dω
dt
= Tφ,vs + Tφ,NBI + Tφ,jxB + TNTV + Tφ,rw (3.65)These equations are used in the following to disuss the inuene of rotation on the NTMonset (hapter 4) and to model the inuene of MPs on the NTM evolution (hapter 5).
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Chapter 4Inuene of rotation on the NTM onset
4.1 IntrodutionAs already introdued in hapter 3 neolassial tearing modes (NTMs) are resistive MHD-instabilities. They are driven by a loss of helial bootstrap urrent whih is aused by aattening of the pressure prole aross the magneti island due to enhaned transport aroundthe island. One a seed island of suient size is generated, this mehanism reinfores itselfand the NTM grows. In present devies the ourrene of NTMs degrades the onnementand limits the maximal ahievable β. NTMs an derease the plasma rotation and aneven lead to disruptions in partiular at low q95, deifned as q at 95% of the poloidal ux
Ψ. In large devies like ITER NTMs are likely to be performane limiting if they are notmitigated or avoided. To be able to ontrol NTMs it is neessary to extrapolate the presentunderstanding to larger devies with dierent onditions. A key parameter for the NTMphysis and extrapolation is the rotation dependene. Compared to present devies, whihtypially have substantial rotation, ITER will be operated at low plasma rotation due to a lowapplied torque ompared to the plasma visosity. With these dierenes the question arises,how the NTM behaviour hanges with rotation and, if preditions an be made from presentunderstanding. In addition to this, the general dependene of NTMs on dierent plasmaparameters, espeially the understanding of the seeding mehanism and the dependenes atthe NTM onset are an essential part for the ontrol and avoidane of NTMs. The main partof this hapter has already been published in [66℄.4.2 Role of rotation and previous workIn the following, the question of how the plasma rotation inuenes the onset and the triggerproess of NTMs is adressed. Several possibilities of how plasma rotation an inuene theNTM behaviour.
• It has been proposed that hanges in rotation or rotation shear an redue the normallystabilising eet of the lassial tearing stability index ∆′, due to a hange in theinteration of the resonant surfaes or redution of rotation shear in the viinity of theresonant surfae [67℄. 53
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• Rotation an also inuene the stability of NTMs by means of small island eets.The ion polarisation urrent for example depends expliitly on rotation and an beinuened by hanges of the mode rotation in the plasma frame, to either stabilise ordestabilise the island [68, 50℄. Of ourse this rotation eet depends strongly on thegeneral impat of the ion polarisation urrent on the mode stability ompared to othersmall island eets.
• A further important issue is the eet of rotation on the trigger mehanism. Onthe one hand, the trigger instability itself an depend on plasma rotation as alreadyfound for the sawtooth instability [69, 70℄. On the other hand the seeding proessdue to magneti oupling an be inuened by the dierential rotation between thetwo resonant surfaes [71℄. The formation of a seed island will be hampered at highdierential rotation beause the seed perturbation is shielded.
• Finally, rotation an inuene the island stability due to hanges of the impat of errorelds on the island or due to hanges in the interation between the island and thevessel wall, as already introdued in setion 3.4 and setion 3.6.2, respetively. Changesin the island struture due to rotation are also possible.Studies onerning the rotation dependene of NTMs have already been performed at severalother fusion experiments e.g. DIII-D [73℄, NSTX [74℄, JET [72, 67℄.At DIII-D, experiments with o- and ounter-urrent injeted beam torque were done. AtNSTX only o-rotation data are available, whih were obtained from experiments in whihthe plasma rotation was varied via dierent o-injeted beam torques and with an externallyapplied error eld that ats as a drag on the plasma rotation. The JET database also ontainsonly o-rotation data ahieved with a mix of NBI and ICR heating. In all three devies it wasfound that with dereasing o-rotation or rotation shear the NTM onset threshold dereasesand that the role of rotation shear on the NTM stability is more important than thatof rotation alone. At DIII-D, the NTM onset threshold dereases further with inreasingounter-rotation, shown in gure 4.1. Similarly, for dereasing rotation shear, the onsetthreshold dereases ontinuously, also when entering the region of negative rotation shear,
[Buttery IAEA 2008]
Figure 4.1: Figure taken from Buttery IAEA 2008 [72℄. Rotation dependene of 2/1 NTM βNlimit.54
4.3. Experimental approahwhih is related to ounter-rotation. This raised the question of whether a sign eet isresponsible for the dierent behaviour with o- and ounter-rotation or, if the minimumonset threshold is shifted towards negative rotation whih would indiate that an `oset'exists whih is aused by diamagneti drifts [67℄. If this is the ase, it is possible that thisminimum in rotation has not been reahed yet at DIII-D. Even stronger ounter-urrentrotation data are needed to ross this minimum. Further, in [73℄ and [74℄ experiments wereperformed whih exlude the inuene on the ion polarisation urrent on the NTM onsetthreshold. Results from DIII-D and NSTX suggest that an inuene of rotation or rotationshear on the underlying tearing stability (∆′) exists whih is responsible for the rotationdependene of the NTM onset threshold [73, 67℄.In the following the orresponding results from AUG for the (3,2) NTM onset are presentedwhih dier in some respet from those at DIII-D and NSTX.4.3 Experimental approahThe growth of an NTM an be desribed by the modied Rutherford equation [38, 75℄as already introdued in setion 3.2.2. The drive of the NTMs, whih determines the NTMthreshold, is mainly aused by the loss of bootstrap urrent inside the island. In the followinganalysis an NTM threshold is dened with respet to µ0Lqδjbs/Bpol aording to [74℄. Sineat AUG the q prole measurements are insuient to reliably detet hanges in dq/dr, thedependenes on q(r) are not inluded in all following denitions (meaning Lq=onstant).Aording to equation (3.31), exept for the ion polarisation urrent, whih is not responsiblefor the rotation dependene at the mode onset as already mentioned and disussed in [73, 67℄,no expliit rotation dependene is inluded in the modied Rutherford equation.In the experimental analysis dierent trigger mehanisms have been distinguished whih,due to magneti oupling, indue a seed island at the resonant surfae (see setion 3.3). Formost of the disharges the trigger mehanism ould be identied unmistakably as either anELM, a shbone or a sawtooth rash. This was extended to larify if there exists a learorrelation between the NTM onset and the harateristi features of eah trigger mehanism(see gure 3.5). The ases, in whih the mode grows without any visible trigger, possiblydestabilised by the Te gradient [76℄, are also ommon. For some NTM onsets (1,1) ativitywas observed but the trigger mehanism ould not be speied. In those ases in whihmultiple events took plae at the mode onset the trigger mehanism is labelled as `unlear'.For some islands also the marginal point ould be determined (gure 3.4). Dependenesat the marginal point are exlusively aused by eets inluded in the modied Rutherfordequation and are therefore independent from the seeding physis. The trigger mehanismdoes not inuene the behaviour at the marginal point. In onsequene by analysing theNTM behaviour at the marginal point eets attributed to the trigger mehanism and theNTM stability an be disentangled.During the deay phase of stored energy and hene βpol, e.g. due to ramping down theheating power, also the island width dereases, as illustrated in gure 3.4. At the marginalpoint the island width evolution deouples from βpol and deays away independent of βpol.55
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Figure 4.2: Illustration of the marginal point determination of a (3,2) neolassial tearing modeby the deoupling of βpol and the island width evolutionThis is illustrated for one ase in gure 4.2. For simpliity in this investigation the timeevolution of the global βpol is used and not the loal one at the resonant surfae like in allother analyses.The marginal point an be determined best, when βpol dereases very slowly. Therefore inall dediated experiments a slow power ramp down was inluded.At AUG the (m,n)=(3,2) NTM is the most ommon NTM and hene a large data setof (3,2) NTM onset points with a wide range of plasma rotation is available. To extendthe database, espeially in the low rotation regime and with ounter-rotation, dediatedexperiments have been arried out. In these experiments the plasma rotation was variedby using dierent heating mixes. Two wave heating methods, ECRH (eletron ylotronresonane heating max. 4MW) and ICRH (ion ylotron resonane heating max. 6MW)are available, neither of whih apply a diret torque on the plasma. The torque input anbe varied by using the neutral beam injetion (NBI max. 20MW) and ombining radial andtangential beams. The experiments arried out to ahieve the lowest possible rotation weredone with a dominant fration of wave heating and only one neutral beam that is neessaryfor rotation measurements. The beam was operated at redued beam voltage, whih reduesthe input power and also the input torque. In standard operation the NBI is oriented inthe o-diretion relative to the plasma urrent. Experiments with ounter-rotation an beobtained by reversing the plasma urrent and the magneti eld diretion. In this setup theNBI is oriented in the ounter-urrent diretion. The experiments with ounter-rotation werelimited in NBI heating power due to impurity inux reated by enhaned rst orbit lossesin reversed Ip/Btor operation. This is aused by the fat, that in ounter-urrent diretion56
4.3. Experimental approahmore ions are born at non-onned orbits. In reversed Ip/Btor operation the drift diretionof trapped partiles is hanged towards the outboard side, while in normal operation thesedrifts are towards the plasma ore. As a onsequene, the range of ahievable ounter-rotation data was limited. For the following investigations all parameters are taken at theloation of the magneti island. The radial island loation has been determined by using theSXR diagnosti (setion 2.4.1) and a loalisation method, whih is based on the orrelationof the ECE hannels measuring the eletron temperature Te with a sampling rate of 1MHzand the magneti signals dB/dt [30℄ (setion 2.4.4). The seond method is very reliable andaurate and works satisfatorily for most of the disharges. The toroidal plasma rotation
vtor is measured via harge exhange reombination spetrosopy (CXRS) (setion 2.3.7).4.3.1 Mahine limitIn one of the following analysis the normalised βN threshold at the NTM onset is omparedto the maximal ahievable βN, whih is only limited by the ahievable heating power andother plasma parameters, like Ip, Bt and ne whih are all set as input to the experiment.Sine the used heating power does not only inuene βN, but also determines the plasmarotation, a trivial dependene of both parameters ould be expeted.Therefore, the mahine limit is introdued, whih in this ontext is the hypothetial ahiev-able data range of βN and plasma rotation. This predited limit an hene be omparedto the analysis result in order to exlude trivial dependenes and to illustrate the inueneof NTMs on the overall plasma performane. The hypothetial data range is predited bytaking into aount salings and simple formulae depending only on parameters whih areset from outside, suh as the available heating power Pheat, Ip, Btor and density ne.The ahievable βN is dened as [3℄:
βN =
βtor
Ip(MA)/(a(m)Btor(T ))
=
1
Ip(MA)/(a(m)Btor(T ))
< ptot >
B2tor/2µ0
(4.1)where the denition of βtor, dened as < p > /(B2tor/2µ0), has been used. The pressure
< ptot > an be determined from the stored energy Wtot, whih on the other hand dependson the total power and the energy onnement time τe [3℄:
Wtot = τePtot =
∫
3/2ptotdV (4.2)The ITERH-98P(y,2) onnement saling [77℄ is used to determine the energy onnementtime, assuming an H98 fator of 1 (H98 = τe/τscal).
τscal = 0.0526P
−0.69
tot B
0.15
tor I
0.93
p κ
0.78n0.41e ǫ
0.58R1.97M0.19 (4.3)For the elongation κ (=0.74), the inverse aspet ratio ǫ (=a/R=0.3), and the mass number
M (=2), typial AUG values are used, indiated in brakets. The total power Ptot is assumedto be dominated by the total externally applied heating power Pheat = PNBI+PICRH +PECRH.57
4 Inuene of rotation on the NTM onsetCombining equation (4.1), (4.2) and (4.3) leads to a predition for βN depending only onparameters, whih an be set in the experiment
βN =
2/3 τscalPheat
Ip[mA]Btor/(a2µ0)
1
V
. (4.4)The plasma rotation is determined by the intrinsi rotation and the applied torque. It isassumed that the intrinsi rotation is negligible and that only the NBI applies a torque tothe plasma. The derease of rotation due to ECRH and ICRH observed in experiment is notinluded expliitly, but the trend of dereasing plasma rotation with inreasing wave heatingpower is taken into aount, as will be desribed later. The torque balane equation deliversan expression for the plasma rotation frequeny ω, whih depends on the NBI input torqueand the momentum onnement time τΦ:
TNBI =
mplasmaR
2ω
τΦ
(4.5)The NBI input torque is the sum of the individual beams i with power PNBI,i whih an beapproximated aording to [78℄ and [79℄
TNBI = PNBI,i
√
2mbeam
Eb
Rtang, (4.6)with Eb the injetion energy, mbeam the mass of the beam speies and Rtang the tangentialradius of the NBI beams. Detailed information on the AUG NBI system is given in setion2.2. Combining equation (4.5) and (4.6) delivers a predition for the toroidal plasma rotationat the position 〈R(q = 3/2)〉, with the prole fator c=1.23 for the q=3/2 surfae determinedin previous studies by H. Zohm [78℄
vtor = c
TNBIτe
mplasmaR
. (4.7)For this alulation it is assumed that τΦ is equal to τe, whih an be alulated using equation(4.3). As mentioned before, in this expression the trend of dereasing plasma rotation withinreasing wave heating power is inluded impliitly in the following way: inreasing thewave heating power, and leaving all other input quantities onstant, yields a lower vtor dueto a lower τe ∝ P−0.69tot whereas the βN inreases due to the diret dependene on Ptot.Using equation (4.4) and (4.7) the mahine limit an be determined, sanning through theahievable parameter range in βN and vtor varying the heating power while using dierentombinations of wave and NBI heating power. The maximal heating power onsists of 20MWNBI and additionally 10MW delivered by ICRH and ECRH together. Additionally dierentombination of Btor (T ) = [2.0, 2.5], Ip (MA) = [0.8, 1.0] and ne (1019m−3) = [4, 7, 10] areused.4.4 Experimental resultsIn this setion the inuene of the toroidal rotation veloity on the NTM onset thresholdis investigated, based on a data set inluding around 70 disharges. A statistial analysis58
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Figure 4.3: Normalised βN at the onset of (3,2) NTMs versus the toroidal rotation veloitynormalised to the Alfvén veloity at the resonant surfae. The symbols indiate the dierent triggermehanisms. The mahine limit, indiating the hypothetial experimentally ahievable data rangeis also shown. The grey-blue boxes indiate the experimentally possible data range.of all dependenies shown in this setion is presented in table 4.1, where all the orrelationoeients are listed for omparison. A orrelation oeient of 1 is the result of a learlinear dependene, whih is represented by a straight line. A orrelation oeient of zeroharaterises a sattered loud of points, hene indiates that no dependene exists. But,if the data set ontains a too small amount of data points or if the data range is too smallno statement from the orrelation analysis an be made, hene the orrelation analysis is`insigniant'.In the following, similar to studies at other devies, the rotation veloity is normalised tothe Alfvén veloity (vA ∼ 〈Btor〉 /√µ0nimi, with Btor the toroidal magneti eld, ni theion density, mi the ion mass and µ0 the magneti vauum permeability), due to the largersatter in the dependene of the NTM onset threshold on toroidal rotation alone. Thisnormalised quantity is dened as the Alvén Mah number MaA. In gure 4.3 the global βNat the NTM onset is plotted against the normalised rotation. The hypothetial ahievableparameter range in βN and MaA (area below the mahine limit), whih is estimated aordingto setion 4.3.1 is also indiated . The alulated data points are shown as grey-blue boxes ingure 4.3 whih indiates the hypothetial experimentally ahievable data range. In gure4.3 the βN at the NTM onset inreases linearly with inreasing normalised plasma rotationfor o- and ounter-rotation. This is more distint for the o-urrent rotation data, whihan also be seen from the orrelation analysis presented in table 4.1, but however, the trendis also visible for ounter-urrent rotation. Additionally, it is learly visible that the NTMslimit the maximal ahievable βN and hene, limit the plasma operation below the mahinelimit. Heating with NBI not only inreases βN, but also exerts a torque on the plasma andinreases plasma rotation. The fat that the mahine limit is higher than the ahievable
βN indiates that the linear dependene of the rotation veloity on βN at the NTM onset is59
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Figure 4.4: (3,2) NTM onset threshold, in terms of βpol/Lp, versus the toroidal rotation velo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ity at the resonant surfa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hanisms. Additionally, data points without NTMs are shown as green diamonds.not trivial. Considering that the NTM onset threshold 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urately bythe perturbation of the bootstrap 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urrent rotation disagrees with the experiments at DIII-D, where a further de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ω=2 Ωφ.Figure 4.5: Comparison of the plasma toroidal rotation frequeny Ωφ at the q=3/2 surfae mea-sured with CXRS at the onset of the NTMs and the frequeny ω of the NTM at the onset. A linearregression t (dashed line), the standard deviation (grey shaded area) and the relation ω = 2 ×Ωφ(straight line) are also indiatedonset threshold with ounter-urrent rotation was found (ompare gure 4.1). As alreadymentioned in previous works it was suggested that an oset of the threshold minimum existswhih was not reahed at DIII-D [67℄. Aording to [80℄ the orret parameter to investigatethe dependene of the NTM onset threshold on rotation is the veloity of the island ω, notthe plasma rotation. This leads to a orretion of the plasma rotation at the resonant surfae
Ωφ(rres) by the ion diamagneti drift frequeny Ω∗i , dened in equation (3.54). Consideringthis orreted island rotation, an oset as observed at DIII-D, an be explained. The islandrotation frequeny in the laboratory frame is dened in equation (3.55). As disussed in [67℄this expression leads to a nite ω in ounter urrent diretion, even if Ωφ(rres) is zero and inonsequene for ω = 0 an oset in the ounter diretion at Ωφ(rres) ≈ Ω∗i (rres) exists.In gure 4.5 the mode frequeny ω at the onset is plotted against the toroidal plasma rotationfrequeny Ωφ at the resonant surfae at the time of the NTM onset. A linear regression tis also indiated together with the orresponding standard deviation (grey shaded area).Referred to theory the dierene of this t and the assumption ω = n ·Ωφ(rres) is due to theion diamagneti drift frequeny (p. equation 3.55). For o-urrent rotation the diamagnetiontribution leads to slower mode rotation ompared to plasma rotation, whereas for ounter-urrent rotation the mode would rotate faster than the plasma. Sine the dierene of themode and the plasma rotation is within the standard deviation, as shown in gure 4.5, theion diamagneti drift frequeny is smaller than the error bars of the analysis at least for theo-urrent rotation data. For the ounter-urrent rotation points a small ion diamagnetidrift frequeny ould exist, but due to the small amount of data points here this observationis marginal and it is hard to draw any onlusion. Conluding from the observations ofthe o-urrent data the ion diamagneti drift frequeny is smaller than the unertainties ofthe frequeny measurements and no obvious oset of the threshold minimum in gure 4.4is expeted. The data show a lear linear dependene of the onset threshold with o- and61
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Figure 4.6: (3,2) NTM threshold at the marginal point versus the toroidal rotation veloitydivided by the Alfvén veloity at the resonant surfae. The symbols indiate the dierent triggermehanisms.ounter-urrent rotation. On the bases of these observations, it would be worth to look againin the DIII-D database to larify, if there really an oset exists, whih is not reahed yet, ora new interpretation of the data, ould lead to an agreement with the results presented here.Plotting the NTM onset threshold against MaA it is noteworthy that in the region of lowrotation NTMs are mostly triggered by a sawtooth rash or appear without any trigger. Thisan be seen in both gure 4.4 and gure 4.3. It is well known that a sawtooth rash an leadto a strong perturbation at the resonant surfae and this results in a low NTM threshold. Inontrast, based on the fat that the triggerless ase is seen as the weakest trigger mehanism,one would expet these ases to have a higher onset threshold. From this disrepany onean infer that there exists an inuene of plasma rotation on the underlying tearing stability.It is observed that the ∆′ term is very sensitive even to small hanges of the urrent prolelose to the resonant surfae. Therefore it is possible that at lower plasma rotation the ∆′term hanges su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atter of the data makes it diult to ex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e on62
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b)Figure 4.7: (a) (3,2) NTM onset threshold versus the toroidal rotation gradient normalised tothe Alfvén veloity at the resonant surfae. (b) (3,2) NTM onset threshold versus the dierentialrotation between the trigger surfae (either pedestal top for ELMs or q=1 surfae for shbones,sawtooth or other 1/1 ativity) and island surfae normalised to the Alfvén veloity. The dashedlines are plotted to guide the eyes.
∆′, whih would lead to a dependene at the marginal point and whih an still be hiddenin dependenies whih have not been inluded in the analysis.All rotation dependenies have also been analysed using the formulae of Sauter et al. for thebootstrap urrent drive, dened in equation (3.26), to desribe the NTM onset threshold,dening a `bootstrap drive' as was done in [74℄ and [44℄. With this expression the satter inthe salings is inreased and the quality of the orrelation of the whole dataset, espeiallyfor o-urrent rotation, is redued. This is dierent ompared to results from other mahinesbut an be explained due to a stronger weighting of the density prole for the `bootstrapdrive' whih has, at least at AUG, large unertainties. As disussed above, also dierentialrotation is a possible andidate to inuene the NTM onset threshold, either simply thedierential rotation at the resonant surfae or the dierential rotation between the triggerand the island surfae. In gure 4.7 (a) a linear dependene of the NTM onset thresholdand the dierential rotation (the rotation gradient) at the resonant surfae is visible for thewhole data set just as for most of the dierent trigger subsets. Compared to gure 4.4 thesatter of the data is a little bit inreased whih results in a smaller orrelation oeient(ompare table 4.1). At NSTX the orrelation of the saling is improved when using therotation shear [74℄ ompared to only the rotation gradient. Due to the absene of reliable qprole measurements it is not possible to prove this at AUG.In gure 4.7 (b) the dierential rotation between the island surfae and the ux surfae wherethe trigger is loated is plotted against the NTM onset threshold. The ases in whih ELMswere identied as trigger mehanisms, ∆vtor is alulated as the dierene of the toroidalrotation veloity at the resonant surfae and the toroidal rotation veloity at the pedestaltop (around ρpol ≃ 0.95), whereas the dierene of the veloity at the q=1 surfae and theresonant surfae is used when the trigger mehanism is dened as shbone, sawtooth rash63
4 Inuene of rotation on the NTM onsetTable 4.1: Analysis of the statistial dependene of the NTM onset threshold on the normalisedrotation at the NTM onset (gure 4.3 and 4.4) and the marginal point (gure 4.6), the normalisedrotation gradient (gure 4.7 (a)) and the dierential rotation (gure 4.7 (b)) at the NTM onset.Additionally the orrelation parameter for the dependene of the NTM onset threshold on simplythe rotation and for the dependene of MaA on the onset threshold denition developed by Sauter(equation 3.26) is indiated. The orrelation parameter is shown for the whole data set in o- andounter-urrent diretion. For some dependenes also the orrelation parameters for the dierenttrigger sub-sets are shown. If there are too few data points, or the data range is too small, theorrelation is not signiant. This is indiated with an x. The abbreviation n.v.t. stands for `novisible trigger'. o ounter ELM Fishbone Sawtooth n.v.t. 1/1
vtor vs. βN 0.47 -0.63 - - - - -
MaA vs. βN 0.71 x - - - - -
MaA vs. βpol/Lp 0.60 -0.68 0.46 0.65 0.56 0.72 x
MaA vs. δjBS,Sauter 0.45 x - - - - -
MaA vs. βpol/Lp (marginal) x (0.13) - - x - 0.92 -
(−dvtor/dr)/vA vs. βpol/Lp 0.50 -0.7 x 0.58 0.56 0.46 x
∆vtor(rres, rtrigger)/vA vs. βpol/Lp 0.26 - 0.47 0.56 x - xor any other mode ativity at the q=1 surfae. The NTM onset threshold inreases withdierential rotation for the ELM and shbone triggered ases whereas no dependene ondierential rotation is seen for the sawtooth triggered ases. This means that ELMs andshbones an more easily lead to a suiently large perturbation at the resonant surfaewhen the rotation prole is at, whereas for sawtooth rashes the rotation prole seemsto have no impat on the triggering mehanism. This is an indiation that the magnetireonnetion fored by a sawtooth rash at the resonant surfae is strong enough to indue asuiently large seed island independent of the rotation prole. This is also in line with theobservation that NTMs triggered by a sawtooth rash an appear at a low onset threshold.4.5 ConlusionsIn this setion, the rotation dependene of (3,2) NTMs at AUG has been analysed. Theinvestigated database inludes around 70 disharges with o- and ounter-urrent rotationand dierent heating mixes. Additionally, the dierent trigger mehanisms at the NTM onsethave been identied. These analyses show an inreasing onset threshold with inreasing(normalised) o and ounter rotation. Compared to investigations at DIII-D where a furtherderease of the onset threshold with ounter rotation was found, at AUG the region ofminimum onset threshold ould be reahed and the trend with ounter rotation learlyveried. As a onsequene the onset threshold inreases with positive and negative rotationgradient as well. The analysis of the mode frequeny indiates that at AUG no oset of thethreshold minimum towards negative rotation exists. This is due to a small ion diamagnetidrift frequeny whih is of the order of the unertainties of the analyses. It is still possiblethat at DIII-D the ion diamagneti drift is larger and an oset exists and the minimum has64
4.5. Conlusionsjust not been reahed yet. Hene, the results from DIII-D and AUG are not ontraditory.Nevertheless, the AUG results show a lear trend and on the bases of these observations, itwould be worth to estimate the possible oset at DIII-D and think about a new interpretationof the DIII-D data. At AUG a range of onset β-values is found where the upper limitsales linearly with rotation. This formation of an upper NTM threshold limits the plasmaoperation below the mahine limit. In the region of low rotation the upper threshold nolonger depends on rotation whih indiates that in this region the NTM behaviour or thetriggering proess is dierent. At the marginal point no dependene of the NTM thresholdon rotation is found. This leads to the assumption that the trigger mehanism dependson rotation whih then leads to a rotation dependene at the NTM onset. On the otherhand from the sattered data it is hard to onlude that no inuene of rotation on theequilibrium stability index (∆′) exists. It is still possible that this inuene is hidden independenies that have not been taken into aount in the presented analysis. Additionallythe observation of NTMs without any trigger appearing at a low NTM threshold and lowrotation reveals that the underlying ∆′ is less negative (stabilising) at low rotation. Furtherit was identied that in ontrast to the ELM and shbone triggered ases the triggering of anNTM via a sawtooth rash is independent of the rotation prole and an therefore our alsoat low onset threshold. This leads to the assumption that the perturbation at the resonantsurfae indued by a sawtooth rash is always strong (Wseed >> Wcrit) or that the triggermehanism diers from the others.For ITER, whih will be operated at low rotation, the results presented in this setion alsoreveal a low beta limit due to NTMs. The analysis shows that in the range of low rotationthe appearane of NTMs is possible even at low β-values. From this point of view it willbe ruial to further investigate the NTM parameter dependenies in order to learn how toavoid NTMs best in ITER suh that the desired performane an be attained.
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4 Inuene of rotation on the NTM onset
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Chapter 5Inuene of externally applied magnetiperturbations on neolassial tearingmodes at ASDEX UpgradeExternally applied magneti perturbations (MPs) are of great interest for the operation offuture fusion devies. They are used for ative MHD ontrol, espeially for the mitigation ofedge instabilities, like the edge loalised modes (ELMs) [81, 12, 82℄. Additionally, also theative stabilisation of resistive wall modes [83℄ and NTMs [84℄ has already been shown. Forthese reasons magneti perturbation oils are also planned to be part of the ITER design.However, these atively applied 3D elds have typially also negative side-eets suh asdensity pump out [85, 86, 87, 88℄ and an inrease of fast-ion losses [89, 88℄. Additionally,they an at on the plasma stability in an unfavourable way.The applied resonant MP omponents an penetrate into the plasma and provoke magnetireonnetion at the orresponding resonant surfaes. This is aompanied by the generationof magneti islands there. These small islands an at as a seed island for an NTM [81, 90, 91℄.Stati resonant MPs an hene produe a loked mode, whih in most of the ases evenleads to a disruption. Also pre-existing rotating modes an interat with the resonant MPomponents [81, 84℄. They an be slowed down and an be loked to the MP eld. Thenon-resonant omponents of the MP eld do not inuene MHD modes diretly but induea global braking torque, the neolassial toroidal visous (NTV) torque. This also supportsthe appearane of loked modes [54℄. Due to the negative eet of NTMs on the plasmaonnement the avoidane, or at least the loking, of NTMs is aimed for. In this regard, theappliation of MP oils may be aompanied with some problems. Thus, the interation ofan NTM with the MP elds is an important subjet, also with regard to ITER.To study the inuene of suh externally applied MPs, the B-oils, desribed in setion 2.1.1,are an ideal tool. They generate MP elds with low n mode spetra, mainly n = 1, 2 and
4. These spetra are perfetly suitable to study the inuene of those MP elds on the
(m/n)=(3/2) and (2/1) NTMs, whih are the most ommon and onnement degradingNTMs in AUG.In this hapter two dierent disharges are presented in whih an inuene of the B-oils onNTMs is observed. It is shown that the inuene of the B-oils on the mode frequeny and67
5 Inuene of MPs on NTMsthe island width evolution of NTMs an be modelled using a oupled equation system basedon the modied Rutherford equation, and the equation of motion, dened in equations (3.64)and (3.65), respetively. Here only the resonant ontributions are taken into aount. TheNTV is negleted in this modelling. To onrm this assumption, the alulation of the NTVtorque prole for one disharge is presented aounting for the real perturbation eld andplasma geometry. Additionally, the evolution of the entire rotation prole an be alulatedinluding the non-resonant and resonant eets of the MPs.Experimental observations and the omparison with modelling results show that the resonanteets play the dominant role and the non-resonant ontributions of the B-oils, like the NTV[57, 59℄, seem to be rather negligible under these onditions (relatively high ν∗ < 1 omparedto ITER). Further it is shown that to fully desribe the evolution of one island, all resonanttorques at dierent resonant surfaes have to be taken into aount. Parts of this hapterhave been already presented in [92℄ and [93℄.
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Figure 5.1: Overview of the two disharges whih are disussed in this hapter. For eah dishargea spetrogram of magneti data (a) + (f), a qualitative signal for the mode amplitude, from theloked mode detetor and/or the pik-up oils (b) + (g) , the urrent in one winding of the B-oilsfor four dierent oils () + (h), the time evolution of the toroidal plasma rotation from CXRS(f. setion 2.3.7) at three radii (d) + (i) and proles of the toroidal plasma rotation at three timepoints (e) + (j) are shown.68
5.1. Experimental observations5.1 Experimental observationsAt AUG an inuene of the MPs on NTMs is observed only in very few disharges so far.Two of them are illustrated in gure 5.1. Eah disharge orresponds to one of the two limitswhere the inuene of the MPs on NTMs is predited to be strongest: low plasma rotationand medium plasma onnement, βN = 1.35 or a dediated plasma shape with low q95, high
βN = 2.1, low density ne = 6 · 1019 m−3 but substantial plasma rotation. In the rst asea 2/1 NTM is slowed down and loks to the MP eld, shown in gure 5.1 (a)-(e). In theseond ase a 3/2 NTM is slowed down during two B-oil phases, as illustrated in gure 5.1(f)-(j).In both disharges the plasma rotation (panel (d) and (i)) dereases together with the modefrequeny (panel (a) and (f)) with a delay of around 50ms after swithing on the B-oilsand it inreases again with the same delay after ramping down the B-oils. In the lokedmode disharge (#28765) the plasma rotation dereases gradually and hanges into ounter-urrent diretion for ρpol < 0.7 during the loking phase, whereas at the mode position thetoroidal plasma rotation stays zero (panel (e)). In the braking ase (#28061) the toroidalrotation prole is almost at from the mode loation towards the ore (panel (i) and (j)).In both disharges the plasma rotation dereases over the entire plasma radius.Analysing the mode amplitudes (panel (b) and (g)) an other small dierene of the twoases beomes obvious. Whereas the amplitude of the 2/1 NTM, whih is loking, is nothanging, neither in the rotating nor in the loking phase, the 3/2 NTM amplitude, in termsof the perturbed radial magneti eld Br(t), hanges slightly orrelated with the B-oils.The 3/2 NTM, whih is strongly rotating at around 15 kHz, is growing for about 150msthen the mode amplitude is dereasing again. Despite the derease of the island's amplitudea onnement redution during the B-oil phases is observed orrelated with a density pumpout [87℄. In the loking ase an enhanement of the higher harmonis, learly orrelated withthe B-oils, an be observe, as shown in the spetrogram of one pik-up oil in gure 5.2 (a).This is aused by a distortion of the magneti signals, whih is even visible diretly in the
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Figure 5.2: Spetrogram of one pik-up oil Ḃr (a) for the loking 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Figure 5.3: Time evolution of magneti signals (Ḃr) measured with pik-up oils at dierenttoroidal positions for a 2/1 NTM in #28765. (a) The unperturbed signals before swithing onthe B-oils, (b) slightly perturbed signals 30-40ms after swithing on the B-oils and () stronglyperturbed signals shortly before mode loking appears, are illustrated. The arrows highlight phaseswhere the inreasing distortion is learly visible.
evolution of the pik-up oil signals, shown in gure 5.3. Without MPs the harateristisignal (Ḃ) of a mode is almost a sinusoid (panel (a)), whereas in the phases with B-oils adistortion is learly visible, highlighted with the red arrows in panel (b) and (). Shortlybefore the mode is loking (panel ()) regions where the mode is learly slowed down (blue)and regions where it is aelerated (green) are visible. The distortion however is visiblealready shortly after swithing on the B-oils, in a phase where the mode frequeny has nothanged signiantly. Therefore, an inreased inuene of the resistive wall torque (ompareequation (3.61)) an be exluded, whih reveals that the distortion is aused by an impatof the B-oils. The enhanement of the amplitude of the seond harmoni an be illustratedby plotting the ratio of the amplitude of the rst and seond harmoni. This is shown ingure 5.4 (b). These amplitudes are extrated from a pik-up oil signal, orresponding tothe frequenies shown in gure 5.4 (a). For the loking ase the ratio of seond to rstharmoni inreases strongly during the B-oil phase (gure 5.4 (b)), whih orresponds toan inrease of the seond harmoni. In the braking ase (#28061), neither a distortion ofthe magneti signal nor an enhanement of the ratio 2nd/1st harmoni an be observed. Ingure 5.4 (d) a small eet might be superposed by strong variations in the island width andhene in the amplitude of the rst harmoni. Nevertheless, a lear orrelation between thehanges in the amplitude ratio and the B-oils is visible. A loser look into the spetrogramof the braking (gure 5.2 (b)) ase reveals that in this disharge the 3/2 NTM developsweak sidebands in the rst part of the B-oil phase, with its amplitudes dereasing in time.Additionally, the 3/2 NTM ouples to the n = 2 harmoni of a 1/1 mode (see gure 5.2 (b)).The formation of this oupled mode system is likely to ontribute to the strong inueneof the B-oils on the mode frequeny observed in this disharge even at those high rotationveloities. Additionally, the oupling is onsistent with the at rotation proles observed inexperiment (gure 5.1 (j)).70
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 stru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uen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reases with inreasingrotation frequen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ording to equation(3.35) and (3.37) leads on average to a slowing down and a stabilisation of a rotating modeas well as to a destabilisation of a loked mode. This explains the strong derease of themode frequeny observed in experiments. Nevertheless the predited inuene on the islandstability is not so learly observed in any of the disharges.Small islands are predited to rotate naturally with almost the eletron perpendiular ve-loity v⊥,e [94℄, as desribed in setion 3.5. Two-uid-theory suggests that resonant pertur-bations with the same veloity are predited to have the strongest inuene [95℄. Hene, forstati MPs the impat of the resonant omponents, mainly in the linear regime, is expetedto be strongest for v⊥,e around zero at the orresponding resonant surfaes. In ontrast theMP elds are shielded for v⊥,e 6= 0. This is exatly what is predited by the linear theory asillustrated in gure 3.8, assuming fMHD ≃ v⊥,e/(2πR). When fMHD diers from the MP-eldfrequeny the inuene of the MPs dereases signiantly. A rough estimation of the v⊥,eprole for both disharges is shown in gure 5.5. In the loking ase v⊥,e is small over the71
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uum magneti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king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luded in the EOM. In order to estimate the inuene of the NTV on the plasma rotationand onomitant also on the mode frequeny the NTV has been alulated for the lokingand braking ases. This alulation by means of the braking ase is presented in detail inthe following setion 5.3.In setion 5.4 a simplied approah for the MRE is used, whih inludes an approximationfor the ∆′ term, an approximation for ∆BS, the destabilising ontribution of the bootstrap73
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urrent (bs) defet, and the inuene of the resonant MP omponents.
0.82
τR
rres
dW
dt
= ∆′rres + ∆bsrres + ∆extrres (5.1)
∆′ = −m/rres (5.2)
∆bs =
cbs
W
(5.3)The t parameter cbs is adjusted to full dW/dt = 0 before swithing on the B-oils with
∆ext = 0, in a phase where the island width is onstant. The inuene of the stabilising eetof the wall [37℄, introdued in equation (3.62) has also been investigated. This eet is smallfor the investigated disharges and has therefore not been taken into aount in the analysisof the island growth in the following setion. In setion 5.4 the EOM is evaluated loally,at the position of a mode, hene ω orresponds to the mode frequeny. This delivers theloal mode frequeny evolution and thus, all torques have to be evaluated at the resonantsurfae. In a loal evaluation only the deviation of the mode frequeny from its naturalfrequeny is important. Hene, the visous torque an be desribed by equation (3.57). Inthis approah the NBI input torque is already inluded and thus, it is not taken into aountexpliitly. The NTV torque is small ompared to the resonant ontribution and thus, it anbe negleted in the modelling of the island rotation. This is motivated in more detail insetion 5.3 and setion 5.5.In setion 5.5 the evolution of the entire rotation prole is modelled, aounting for theradial dependene of all torques and a onstant momentum diusion oeient Dφ. In thisanalysis also the inuene of the NTV torque on the rotation prole is modelled.5.3 Neolassial toroidal visosityThe non-resonant omponents of the external MP eld an aet the plasma rotation viathe neolassial toroidal visous torque (NTV), as already disussed in setion 3.4. ThisNTV ontributes to the plasma rotation damping via a non-ambipolar radial ux of trappedpartiles Γi indued by the error eld:
−tNTV = ZeΓi (5.4)The derivation of the NTV torque is quite ompliated. It an not be expressed in a formula,whih an be handled as simple as the one for the resonant ontributions. Therefore, in thefollowing setion the alulation of the NTV prole for the braking ase is disussed in detail.In [57℄ an expression for the NTV for ylindrial plasmas with helial perturbation elds inlow ollisionality plasmas (banana regime) is developed. Though, the B-oils, whih areloated only at the low eld side, produe an MP eld whih is strongest at the edge in frontof the oils. Hene, the B-oils produe an MP eld whih is not at all helial, as shownin gure 5.7. Additionally, the plasmas in ASDEX Upgrade are not ylindrial. Sine theeet of the assumptions used in [57℄ an not be estimated, the formulae derived in [57℄ annot be used.74
5.3. Neolassi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 perturbation eld amplitude in a poloidal ross setion, whih isstrongest at the low eld side in front of the B-oils.In the following setion a alulation of the NTV is presented, whih is based on [57℄, [58℄and [59℄, however, taking into aount, the real perturbation eld and plasma geometry.This is not done in most of the alulation at other experiments, where simply a helialperturbation and a ylindrial plasma is assumed. The following alulation is presented fora disharge with an n = 2 perturbation due to a `non-resonant' B-oil onguration.5.3.1 Perturbed magneti eldFirst of all a deomposition of the perturbed magneti eld has to be found, whih is om-patible with the expression introdued in [58℄ and the straight-eld-line oordinates usedtherein. The magneti eld in the presene of a perturbation eld an be expressed by theperturbation eld omponents (δBtor, δBpol, δBr) and B0 = √B2tor +B2pol, the equilibriummagneti eld, in a torus oordinate system (φ,θ,r) (gure 1.3 (a))
B = B0 + δB
=
√
(Btor + δBtor)2 + (Bpol + δBpol)2 + (δBr)2 (5.5)
= B0 ·
√
1 +
2BtorδBtor
B20
+
2BpolδBpol
B20
+
δB2tor + δB
2
pol + δB
2
r
B20
.This expression an be Taylor expanded via √1 + x ≈ 1 + x/2. Taking into aount onlythe rst order omponents yields:
δB = B0 ·
(
BtorδBtor
B20
+
BpolδBpol
B20
) (5.6)The experimental perturbation eld an be Fourier deomposed in toroidal diretion for themain toroidal mode number(s), whih delivers the ovariant omponents of the perturbation75
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ross se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eldshown in equation (5.13). () Radial proles of the real (An) and imaginary (Bn) perturbation eldamplitudes for the onstant θ∗ values indiated in (a) and (b) by the blak lines.eld. This yields the following expression for the toroidal, the normal(=̂radial) and thetangential (=̂ poloidal) omponent of the perturbation eld
δBi = Ri cos(nφ) + Ii sin(nφ), (5.7)with Ri the real part and Ii the imaginary part of the perturbation amplitude and i indiatingthe dierent omponents. To follow the alulations in [58℄, adjustments to expressions andthe oordinate system used in [58℄ have to be made. In [58℄ a straight-eld-line oordinatesystem (Ψ, θ, β) is used with β = q(r)θ−φ and J = −1/ ~B · ~∇θ the orresponding Jaobian.The aording Fourier deomposition of the experimental perturbation eld is:
δBi = Ri(r, θ) cos(q(r)nθ − nβ) + Ii(r, θ) sin(q(r)nθ − nβ) (5.8)A new ordering of this expression results in the formulae below with the new argument (nβ)
δBi = ai cos(nβ) + bi sin(nβ) (5.9)
ai = Ri cos(q(r)nθ) + Ii sin(q(r)nθ) (5.10)
bi = Ri sin(q(r)nθ) − Ii cos(q(r)nθ). (5.11)In [58℄ the magneti eld in the presene of the MP eld is deomposed in the following way:
B = B0(θ) − B0
∑
n
Dn(θ, β) (5.12)
Dn(θ, β) = An(θ) cos(nβ) +Bn(θ) sin(nβ) (5.13)with n the toroidal mode number. For the later alulations, and sine the deompositionis only done in toroidal diretion, equation (5.5), (5.6) and (5.9) have to be ombined and76
5.3. Neolassial toroidal visosityonformed to nd the orresponding expression for the oeients An and Bn, whih areneeded in the later alulation.
Dn =
∑
i
−δBi/B0 (5.14)
⇓
An(θ)=̂ −
Btor
B20
aφ −
Bpol
B20
aθ (5.15)
Bn(θ)=̂ −
Btor
B20
bφ −
Bpol
B20
bθ (5.16)with An(θ) and Bn(θ) the real and imaginary perturbation eld amplitudes. The pertur-bation eld amplitudes in the poloidal plane for the deomposition introdued in equation(5.13) are illustrated in gure 5.8 (a) and (b), aounting for the poloidal and toroidal per-turbation eld omponents. Figure 5.8 () shows four radial proles of the perturbation eldamplitudes for onstant θ∗ taken at four dierent angles, whih are indiated by blak linesin gure 5.8 (a) and (b). The perturbation eld amplitudes are in the order of 0.1mT andare peaked towards the edge.5.3.2 Estimation of the partile uxAording to equation (5.4) the NTV torque an be alulated from the radial non-ambipolarpartile ux Γ in the relevant ollisionality regime. In the ore region the investigatedplasmas are mainly in the low ollisional banana regime (νii/ǫ < ωb). Within this regimethey are in-between the 1/ν and ν regime. For the following estimation the formulae andparameter dependenes valid for the 1/ν banana regime are used for the entire plasma.At higher ollisionality, for example towards the edge or at higher densities, the ux oftrapped partiles is redued and onomitant also the NTV torque. Hene, the NTV torquealulated in the following represents an upper limit.The radial partile ux in the 1/ν regime an be determined solving the boune averageddrift-kineti equation and taking the veloity momentum of the distribution funtion.Using the Ansatz as alulated in [58℄ the ux an be desribed as a produt
ZeΓi = nimiµ||Iλ
(
〈R2~vi~eφ〉 − 〈R2Ω∗NC〉
)
, (5.17)of the ion massmi and density ni, the toroidal visosity frequeny µ||, the pith angle integral
Iλ and the dierene of the rotation veloity of the ion uid ~vi~eφ and a neolassial osetfrequeny Ω∗NC.The proles of the four dierent ontributions are shown in gure 5.9.Toroidal visosity frequeny µ||The toroidal visosity frequeny µ|| [59, 96℄, is also known as the NTV damping frequeny.It depends on the ion transit frequeny ωti, hene, on the thermal ion veloity vth,i and the77
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Figure 5.9: Proles whih ontribute to the partile ux: (a) pith angle integral (b) dierene oftoroidal and oset frequeny, () toroidal visosity frequeny and (d) density.ion-ion ollision frequeny νii [5℄, whih are dened below and illustrated in gure 5.10
µ|| = 0.84ǫ
3/2q2ω2ti/νii (5.18)
ωti ≃ vth,i/(〈R〉q) (5.19)
vth,i =
√
2Ti/mi (5.20)The resulting toroidal visosity frequeny prole (gure 5.9 ()) is hollow towards the ore.This is aused by the dependene on the fration of trapped partiles, whih is proportionalto √ǫ, so it is zero in the ore and inreases towards the edge.Pith angle integral IλThe parameter Iλ (gure 5.9 (a)) is the integral over the perturbed magneti eld harmonis
Iλ =
16π2
A
∫ 1
0
dκ2[Ĵ(κ)]−1
∑
n
n2[ã2n + b̃
2
n] (5.21)
A =
∫ 2π
0
∫ 2π
0
−Jdθdβ ∼= 2π
∫ 2π
0
−Jdθ (5.22)
Ĵ(κ) =
∮
−Jdθ
√
κ2 − sin2(θ/2) (5.23)78
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le and (b) ion-ion ollision frequeny pro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h on-tribute to the alulation of the toroidal visosity frequeny prole.with κ the normalised pith angle parameter. The oe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e integraloeients over the harmoni oeients An and Bn. Hene, Iλ inludes the perturbationeld amplitudes as introdued in equation (5.15) and (5.16) and the information of theredistribution of trapped partiles due to the magneti eld distortion. The integrationover the losed line integral ∮ dθ = ∮ θb
−θb
dθ is taken between symmetri boune points θb =
2 arcsin (κ) [57℄ whih depends on κ. The parameter κ2 is within [0, 1℄, whih representsthe veloity spae of trapped partiles. The boune integral oeients are dened in thefollowing way:
ãn =
∮
−Jdθ
√
κ2 − sin2(θ/2)An(θ) (5.24)
b̃n =
∮
−Jdθ
√
κ2 − sin2(θ/2)Bn(θ) (5.25)The dierent omponents whih ontribute to the pith angle integral are shown in gure5.11 for κ values from 0 to 1.
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Figure 5.12: (a) Non-ambipolar ux prole and (b) resulting NTV torque prole.Neolassial oset frequeny 〈Ω∗NC〉An important ontribution is the dierene of the toroidal plasma rotation frequeny anda neolassial oset frequeny. The NTV torque an be seen as driven by this rotationdierene. For the alulation it is assumed that the toroidal rotation frequeny 〈Ωt〉 ≡ ~vi~eφis onstant on a ux surfae, hene it is taken from the CXRS measurements at the loweld side. The neolassial oset frequeny, whih was so far only observed experimentally[61, 62, 97, 98℄, is of the order of the ion diamagneti drift frequeny and an be approximatedaording to [59℄
〈Ω∗NC〉 ≈
cp + ct
eZ
dTi
dψ
(5.26)The oeient ct and cp are around 2.4 and 1 respetively [59℄, in the relevant low olli-sionality regime. In gure 5.9 〈Ω∗NC〉 is shown whih is always in ounter-urrent diretionfor a stati perturbation. 〈Ω∗NC〉 is mainly determined by dTi/dψ. In the alulation thederivative with respet to ψ an be substituted with dρpol(dψ/dρpol) using equation (1.8).NTV torque proleAssuming that the toroidal rotation frequeny and also the neolassial oset frequeny areonstant on a ux surfae, the value for 〈R2〉 an be extrated from 〈R2Ωφ〉 = 〈R2〉〈Ωt〉 andredued with the one in µ|| (f. equation (5.18)), whih further simplies the alulation.
ZeΓi = nimiµ1/||Iλ〈R2〉 (〈Ωφ〉 − 〈Ω∗NC〉) (5.27)The torque density tNTV is hene given by (−ZeΓi) and the total torque TNTV via ∫ tNTVdV .A total torque prole TNTV(r), whih is needed for the alulation of the hange in rotationdue to the NTV, is obtained by multiplying tNTV with the Volume of a small plasma shelldened by the distane of the radial grid. The resulting ux prole and the NTV torqueprole are illustrated in gure 5.12. Both proles are peaked entrally with only a small80
5.3. Neolassial toroidal visosityhump near the edge. In fat one would expet to get a prole whih is peaked at the edge,beause of the biggest inuene of the MPs there, like the Iλ prole. However, the radialdependene of the other ontributions (gure 5.9) leads to a redution of the NTV at theedge and leads to a maximum at mid radius.5.3.3 InterpretationThe total alulated NTV torque is around 0.023Nm, whih is around 100 times smaller,than the input torque of one NBI beam. This revels that at least in this disharge the NTVappears to be rather negligible. Nevertheless the question arises if the alulated NTV torqueis of the right order of magnitude. The theory predits a strong dependene of the NTV onthe ion temperature T 7/2i . This an be reprodued in the alulation. In the alulation afator of two higher Ti leads to an inrease of the total TNTV by a fator of 10. From thispoint of view the parameter dependene is implemented orretly. Unfortunately no otheralulation exists to ompare the results with. However, aslo the omparison with otherexperiments gives no information on the orretness: at DIII-D [62, 61℄, JET [99℄ and NSTX[97℄ it is observed that the NTV has a signiant inuene, whih an be partly reproduedby the models. However, for example at TEXTOR [99℄ the alulated and observed NTV isvery small.At least also in the experiments at AUG no indiation for a big impat of the NTV isobserved. In general in the experiment it is diult to disentangle resonant and non-resonanteets, if the rotation is aeted. However if one assumes that the resonant eets areminimised in a `non-resonant' onguration, the impat of the non-resonant omponentsshould be dominant. And if further, in a disharge with a `non-resonant' MP ongurationthe rotation is not aeted, it an be onluded that the NTV is small.Hene, the evolution of the rotation prole of suh a disharge is presented in gure 5.13 as aontour plot. The kineti proles (ne, Te and Ti) of this disharge are similar to the brakingase but the plasma rotation and the toroidal magneti eld (Btor = 2.5 T ) are higher.Additionally the B-oil onguration is slightly dierent. The alulated total NTV torqueis around 0.0031Nm, whih is even smaller than in the braking ase. In this disharge the B-oils are swithed on 4 times in an n=2 onguration but with dierent phasing of the upperand lower row. This results in two phases with a `resonant' and two with a `non-resonant'onguration, where ELM mitigation ours during the `non-resonant' B-oil phases. Inthis disharge only a 3/2 NTM is present, but the mode frequeny and amplitude are notaeted, hene the resonant omponents seem to be shielded. This is in agreement with thehigh plasma rotation. Aordingly, in the ontour plot also no impat on the rotation in thephases with a `resonant' B-oil onguration is observed. However, also in the phases with anon-resonant onguration the rotation is not aeted. If the NTV would be signiant atleast in these phases an inuene should be visible. This reveals that also in experiment theNTV is small, whih is in good agreement with the predited small torque resulting fromthe alulation, whih validates the alulation.The alulated total NTV torque for the loking ase is around 0.0002Nm. This is around81
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Figure 5.13: Contour plot of the toroidal plasma rotation of a disharge with four B-oils, two ina resonant and two in a non-resonant onguration.two orders of magnitude smaller ompared to the braking ase, but an be explained bythe very low plasma rotation (gure 5.1 (e)), whih redues the drive of the NTV, and asigniantly smaller perturbation eld amplitude. In summary, the alulation of the NTVtorque an be onrmed with experimental observations. It seems to depend strongly on theMP eld onguration. The alulated NTV is small for the braking ase and even smallerfor the loking ase. Hene, it an be negleted in both ases. This is additionally onrmedfor the braking ase by modelling the inuene of the NTV torque on the entire rotationprole presented in setion 5.5.5.4 Modelling of the island stability and rotationThe interation of a saturated, rotating magneti island with the externally applied MPsan be alulated, solving the oupled equation system for the mode amplitude and phase,dened in equation (5.1) and (3.65), simultaneously [37℄. The initial island width W0 istaken from the attening of the Te prole measured at the low eld side (LFS) of AUG(ompare gure 1.5). The width of the vauum island Wvac is determined from the vauumapproximation (g. 5.6). An averaged vauum island width on a ux surfae is used, totake into aount the elongated plasma shape and dierenes of the high and low eld sidein the ylindri approah. The equilibrium reonstrution (setion 2.3.1) provides q proles,whih are onsistent with the experimental determination of the loation of the resonantsurfae rres. All input parameters for the alulations are summarised in table 5.1. Theoeient A in equation (3.57) is adjusted in a way, that after swithing o the B-oilsthe mode spins up to its natural frequeny ω0 onsistent with the timesale observed in theexperiment. This parameter A in the presene of an island is of the order of 10−5 kg m2/s for82
5.4. Modelling of the island stability and rotationTable 5.1: Modelling parameters.
rres (m) q q′ (1/m) Btor (T) C (T/m) W0 (m) Wvac (m)#28061 braking 0.27 3/2 3.62 1.73 0.038 0.05 0.043#28765 loking 0.29 2/1 7.44 2.5 0.0486 0.06 0.049the investigated disharges. Another way to determine the parameterA is to assume, that theplasma rotation measured in the experiment is only aused by the applied NBI input torque.This method an only be applied when no mode is present due to the unknown torquethe presene of the mode would ause. Knowing the rotation prole and the loal inputtorque via TNBI = −A/n〈Ωφ〉 the parameter A an be determined. The estimated total NBIinput torque is around 1-2Nm per beam, depending on the injetion angle. One example NBIinput torque prole for the braking ase (#28061) is shown in blue in gure 5.19 () togetherwith the orresponding unperturbed rotation prole in gure 5.19 (a) in blue. Aording tothese proles this method delivers a parameter A of around 0.5 · 10−5 kg m2/s whih is ingood agreement with the values of the rst method listed in table 5.1. The orrespondingmomentum diusion oeient Dφ alulated in setion 5.5 is around 0.4m/s2.Solving the EOM and the MRE inluding the eet of only the resonant MPs leads to aslowing down of the island, whih is far too small in both investigated ases.To math the frequeny evolution of the modes in experiment two t parameters, cvac and
cext, had to be introdued in equation (5.1) and (3.65). The vauum island width is multipliedby the parameter cvac to adjust the inuene of the B-oils in the EOM and the MRE. Thisis equal to introduing an eetive vauum island width Weffective = Wvac · cvac. By adjusting
cvac in the alulation a shielding or an ampliation of the perturbation eld omparedwith the vauum ase an be inluded. The seond parameter cext is used to diminish themodulation of the islands amplitude diretly and hene, the resulting eet on the islandwidth via a multipliation of ∆ext with cext. This results in the following equations, aordingto equation (3.35) and (3.37):
∆ext =
2m
rres
(
cvacWvac
W
)2
cos(∆φ) (5.28)
Tφ,jxB = −4π2cext
mn
µ0
C2 (cvacWvac)
2 W 2 sin(∆φ) (5.29)All adjusted t parameters are summarised in table 5.2. Additionally in the alulation,the B-oils are swithed on immediately and are not ramped up as in the experiment. Toorret this and the orresponding delay of the response of the mode during the ramp upTable 5.2: Fit parameters.
A (kg m2/s) cvac cext#28061 braking (1st/2nd phase) 0.5 · 10−5 / 0.9 · 10−5 4.06 / 4.0 1 / 1#28765 loking 1.1 · 10−5 2.2 0.65 83
5 Inuene of MPs on NTMsof the B-oils, the B-oils in the modelling are swithed on 0.05 s later with respet to theexperiment.5.4.1 Mode lokingThe modelling results for the island width and the rotation frequeny for the loking ase(#28765) and the omparison to the experimental values are shown in gure 5.14. Theexperimental mode frequeny and island width evolution are determined from magneti oilsignals. The experimental island width resulting from magneti measurements are not ab-solutely alibrated, therefore the evolution is saled to math the unperturbed island width
W0 before swithing on the B-oils.The best agreement of experiment and alulation for the frequeny evolution is ahieved byinreasing the vauum island size by a fator of 2.2. This enhanement additionally leadsto a stabilisation of the island before it is loking. Sine this is not observed in experimentthe inuene of the B-oils on the island width evolution had to be dereased diretly by afator (cext) of 0.65.Despite the adjustments desribed above the island is still strongly stabilised in the alu-lation while it is rotating. During the loking the island grows strongly whih is also notin agreement with the experiment. Additionally, in the alulation the atual loking of themode an only be reprodued by inluding the resistive wall term. By denition, ompareequation (3.61), Tφ,rw depends on W 4, hene it will grow rapidly during the loking phaseusing the alulated island width W and the restoring visous torque will not be able to un-lok the island after swithing o the B-oils. Sine unloking is observed in experiment andalso the island width is not inreasing, in the alulation the dependene on W is replaedby Tφ,rw(W0), in order to adjust the modelling to the experimental observations.In addition, the mode is loking earlier in the modelling than in experiment. All these as-sumptions, whih have to be made in order to desribe the measurements, reveal that the
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eld in the modellinguntil the modelled signal struture mathes the experimental one for every oil position, thediretion of the resulting error eld an be determined [65℄. The dierent 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5.4. Modelling of the island stability and rotationthe oils shown in gure 5.15 and 5.3 are indiated in gure 5.18. The resulting error elddiretion an then be ompared to the position of the loked mode in experiment and theposition of the 2/1 vauum eld diretion, whih is assumed to have the dominating impaton the mode in the modelling in setion 5.4.1.The position of the loked mode in experiment is determined with saddle oils loated at thehigh eld side introdued in setion 2.4.5. The 2/1 vauum eld diretion is identied fromthe position of the 2/1 vauum island. The resulting error eld diretion in the toroidal planeis indiated in gure 5.18 in orange. Additionally the experimental loked mode position inthe toroidal plane (dark blue) and the position of the 2/1 vauum island (red) is indiated.The experimental loked mode loation is shifted about 40◦ in ounter-urrent diretionompared to the error eld diretion determined from the modelling (orange). The islanddoes not lok (∆φ = 0) in the minimum of the error eld potential (∼ − cos(∆φ)) butis slightly driven, `up the hill'. This is aused by the driving torque due to the plasmarotation and the visous oupling to the island. Therefore a phase shift of less than 90◦ inounter-urrent diretion on the basis of a ounter rotating plasma (ompare gure 5.1 (e)) isreasonable. However the 2/1 vauum eld loation (red) does not agree with the determinederror eld diretion. This implies that not only the 2/1 omponent of the MP eld ontributesto the slowing down and loking of the NTM but also other resonant omponents and theintrinsi error eld. This means that a ombination of resonant ontributions at dierentresonant surfaes, aused by the external or intrinsi error eld, at on the plasma. Thesetorques together lead to a slowing down of the plasma and onomitant to a slowing downof the island. The interplay of these torques ould lead to a deviation of the loking positionfrom the single 2/1 vauum eld diretion.
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5 Inuene of MPs on NTMs5.5 Reonstrution of the entire rotation prole duringRMPsIn order to investigate the inuene of dierent ombination of torques, also at several ratio-nal surfaes, the evolution of the entire rotation prole (gure 5.19 (b)) is modelled for thebraking ase. The equation of motion is solved aounting for the radial dependene of alltorques. The modelling results an then be ompared to the experimentally observed proleevolution.For this analysis the visous torque Tvs with a onstant momentum diusion oeient, de-sribed by equation (3.56), the resonant (~j × ~B) torque Tj×B, the non-resonant NTV torque
TNTV and the NBI input torque TNBI with their radial dependenes are inluded in the EOM.Additionally, the oupling of the (2/2) omponent of the 1/1 mode and the 3/2 NTM via
Tcpl, observed in experiment are quantitatively taken into aount [40℄. In gure 5.19 theexperimental rotation proles from CXRS (panel (a)), the torques used for the modelling(panel (b)), and the modelled rotation proles (panel () and (d)) are shown.First of all the rotation prole at the beginning of the disharge without any big modeand external perturbation eld being present is simulated (panel () blue). This is doneby balaning the toroidal omponent of TNBI and the visous torque by adjusting the mo-mentum diusion oeient Dφ in oder to ahieve the red prole. The adjustment of themodelled prole (panel () blue) to the experimental prole yields a Dφ of around 0.4m2/s.Example torque proles of TNBI and Tvs orresponding to a later time point (3.5 s) are shownin panel (b) in dark blue and light blue, respetively. The NBI deposition prole is takenfrom TRANSP simulations [100℄. In the next step the green rotation prole (panel (a)),present shortly before the B-oils are swithed on at 2.8 s is reprodued. At this time pointalready the 1/1 and the 3/2 NTM are present. To reprodue this at prole mode ouplingis inluded qualitatively, by introduing opposite torques Tcpl at the q=1, q=3/2 surfae andin-between. These loal torques are shown in green in panel (b) [40℄. These torques areadjusted manually to reprodue the prole attening observed in experiment. The modelledprole is shown in dark green in panel (). Starting from the green rotation prole, where
Tφ,vs and Tcpl are now adjusted for, the inuene of the alulated resonant (~j × ~B) andnon-resonant (NTV) torques on the rotation prole an be investigated and ompared tothe experiment. To reprodue the derease of the rotation prole observed in experimentdue to the B-oils (green to red prole panel (a)), a loal (~j × ~B) torque of 0.18Nm at the
q=3/2 surfae has to be introdued. This is in good agreement with the 0.1Nm alulatedin setion 5.4.2. The rotation dereases globally in the modelling, also when exerting a loaltorque, whih agrees with the experimental prole evolution. This loal torque is shown inred in panel (b). Almost the same rotation prole an be ahieved, exerting smaller torquesat dierent radial positions. For example exerting a torque of 0.07Nm at eah of the q=1,
q=3/2 and q=2 surfaes, delivers almost the same rotation prole than in the previous ase(light blue panel (d)). In the modelling of the entire rotation prole also the NTV torqueprole, alulated in setion 5.3 and shown in panel (b) in orange, an be inluded. Inlud-ing TNTV in the torque balane equation results in a derease of rotation of around 0.4 kHz88
5.5. Reonstrution of the entire rotation prole during RMPs(orange prole panel (d)). This orresponds to around 8% of the total derease of rotationobserved in experiment (≈5 kHz). This onrms that the NTV is negligibly small.Therefore, the rotation damping and the onomitant slowing down of the NTM in the inves-tigated disharges, an be assumed to be dominantly indued by the resonant perturbationeld omponents. Additionally, it is shown that in fat the same derease of rotation, also ata spei resonant surfae, an be ahieved when exerting several smaller torques at dierentresonant surfaes.
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5 Inuene of MPs on NTMs5.6 Summary and ConlusionsThe eet of MP elds on NTMs has been investigated in the AUG tokamak. Mode brak-ing and loking due to the MPs is observed, as well as the spinning up of the mode whenswithing o the B-oils. In the investigated disharges the mode frequeny as well as theglobal plasma rotation both dereases. In ontrast, the mode amplitude is only slightlyinuened. In the loking ase a strong modulation of the island width and frequeny isobserved, diretly via a distortion of the pik-up oil signals evolution and indiretly viathe enhanement of higher harmonis in the spetrograms. This is less pronouned in thebraking ase, due to a higher mode rotation.The NTV torque aused by the non-resonant MP omponents has been alulated aount-ing for the real perturbation eld and plasma geometry. The alulation showed that theNTV torque is small and that its inuene on the plasma rotation is negligible. Hene, theresonant MP omponents are dominant. Aounting only for the inuene of the resonantMP eld omponents the mode braking and loking, as well as the modulation of the islandwidth, an be reprodued by the modelling. However, in both modelling ases the inueneof the perturbation on the mode had to be inreased, ompared to the alulated vauumapproximations, to math the experimental frequeny evolution. As a onsequene, the eeton the island width is overestimated. This ould be solved by inluding an additional torquein the modelling, whih dereases the mode frequeny but does not inuene the island sta-bility. Espeially in the braking ase, the presene of a 1/1 mode with the orrespondinglarge resonant MP eld omponent at the q = 1 surfae reveals, that the inuene of the2/2 resonant omponent seems not to be insigniant.For the loking ase, the diretion of the resulting error eld, whih is responsible for themodulation of the island width and frequeny depending on the phase of the mode, ouldbe determined from the modelling. The error eld diretion is in good agreement with theatual experimental loked mode position but it does not agree with the 2/1 vauum islandposition. This leads to the assumption that the sum and interation of dierent ontribu-tions, internal or external, inuene the slowing down and loking of the mode and not onlyone dominant external omponent.The modelling of the entire rotation prole for the braking ase, aounting for the radialdependene of all torques and a onstant momentum diusion oeient, reveals that aombination of smaller resonant torques at dierent surfaes an lead to the same rotationderease at the mode surfae as a single large torque at the NTM surfae. This means thatit is possible that smaller (~j × ~B) torques at several surfaes sum up to a total torque,whih has the same eet as one large loal one. This leads to a smaller inuene on themode stability at one spei resonant surfae. This an additionally be onrmed with thefat that also in experiment (gure 5.6) vauum islands indued by the external MP eldappear at several dierent surfaes. Most of them are smaller than the dominating one atthe position of the NTM but in sum they seem to have a signiant impat. Additionally,the v⊥,e for both disharges is small, whih reveals that these additional omponents ouldinuene the plasma in the linear regime.90
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Figure 5.20: The linear torques (equation (3.46)) depending on the tearing frequeny f0,MHD atthe q=1, 3/2, 2 and 5/2 surfae indued by a stati MP eld with n=2 and m= 2, 3, 4, 5 for thebraking ase are shown. The used input parameters are listed in table 5.3. A onstant resistivity
η has been assumed and rs∆′0 is estimated via −m. For the q=3/2 surfae also the time averagednon-linear torque (equation (3.41)) is shown depending on the atual mode frequeny in this aseand the parameters listed in table 5.1. The range of the tearing frequenies relevant for the lineartheory and the NTM frequeny relevant for the non-linear ase are also shown. Aording to theestimation of v⊥,e (∼=tearing frequeny) in gure 5.5 the atual tearing frequeny for the q=1,2 and5/2 surfae is small ompared to the NTM frequeny.To estimate this inuene the linear torques for the braking ase at the q=1, 3/2, 2 and 5/2surfaes are roughly estimated and shown in gure 5.20. The input parameters are sum-marised in table 5.3. For the NTM surfae at q=3/2 also the non-linear torque is shown.The linear and non-linear torque are of the same order of magnitude. The linear torque atthe q=1 surfae is small due to an almost at q prole towards the ore. However, aordingto the estimated tearing frequenies whih are assumed to be equal to v⊥,e, the linear torquesat these surfae are large. Therefore, even if these omponents are shielded, they are able toontribute signiantly to the total torque as supposed before.In summary, the experimental observation and modelling results show that in the lokingase the sum of several small resonant ontributions in the linear phase, in addition to theTable 5.3: Input parameters for the alulation of the linear torque for #28061 at 3.2 s
q-surfaes rres (m) 〈Wvac〉 (m) τres (s) τrec (s) C (T/m)1 0.07 0.054 0.0419 0.0027 0.00373/2 0.28 0.043 0.3284 0.0022 0.08072 0.34 0.027 0.4842 0.0017 0.11035/2 0.37 0.04 0.5734 0.0014 0.1152 91
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Figure 5.21: Spetrogram of the fast-ion losses deteted with a fast-ion loss detetor (FILD3)loated at the plasma edge. The fast-ion losses aused by the NTM alone are not signiant butthey are strongly enhaned during the B-oils phases when the mode is slowed down.ontribution of the resonant omponent at the NTM surfae (non-linear) and the intrinsierror eld seem to be responsible for the slowing down and the loking of the NTM. Inthe braking ase besides the small linear resonant ontributions at several surfaes and thebigger non-linear one at the NTM surfae, the impat of the 2/2 MP omponent on the 1/1mode seem to play a ruial role. This ould explain the fator of 4 inrease of the singleresonant omponent required in the modelling ompared to a fator of only 2 in the lokingase.In addition to the (~j × ~B) torques indued by the B-oils in both disharges, the torqueindued by the loss of fast-ions [88, 89℄ ould be an additional ontribution. In gure 5.21a spetrogram of the fast-ion losses measured with a fast-ion loss detetor (FILD [101℄) isillustrated for the braking ase. The losses are learly orrelated with the mode frequenyand inrease strongly during the B-oil phases, when the mode is slowed down. In addition,also the ylindri approximation of the resonant eets and their parametrisation via thevauum approximation is responsible for deviations from the experimental observations.Conluding, the NTV aused by the MP eld seems to be small at AUG but the resonanttorques at dierent resonant surfaes at together as a global resonant torque that is re-sponsible for the rotation damping. To desribe the evolution of a single magneti islandaounting for the inuene of the resonant MPs, all resonant ontributions at several sur-faes, either in the non-linear or linear regime, have to be taken into aount. However, evenif the NTV is negligible at AUG it an be important for ITER. Sine ITER will operate atsigniantly higher temperatures and lower ollisionalities this will lead aording to theoryand e.g. equation (3.50), assuming a similar perturbation eld amplitude, to a larger NTVtorque.
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Chapter 6Summary and Outlook
6.1 SummaryIn this thesis dierent aspets onerning the stability and rotation dependene of neo-lassial tearing modes (NTMs) have been investigated. NTMs beome destabilised as aonsequene of a seed perturbation indued by a triggering instability. They are driven by aloss of helial bootstrap urrent and mainly develop in plasmas with high pressure. NTMsare resistive MHD instabilities and thus, they are aompanied by a hange in the plasmatopology due to the formation of magneti islands. Over the island region the plasma pres-sure is radially attened, whih results in a loss of energy onnement. Additionally, anNTM an slow down the plasma rotation, lok to the vessel wall, ush out all the onnedplasma energy and terminate a disharge via a disruption.In present day experiments operation is still possible in the presene of NTMs, whereas inlarger tokamaks the eets of NTMs will not be aeptable. In the next fusion devie ITER,the onnement redution will limit the ahievable fusion power and a disruption aused byan NTM is even likely to damage the mahine. Therefore, in ITER these instabilities haveto be avoided or at least mitigated. Controlling these instabilities is based on a detailedunderstanding and preditions made from observations in present day devies.One key issue, onerning the preditions for ITER, is the inuene of plasma rotation onNTMs, espeially at the NTM onset. ITER will be operated at low plasma rotation, whihis opposite to most present day experiments. No theory is urrently available to desribethe relation. Experiments are therefore required to provide a basis for the theory to desribethe physis. Additionally salings an be developed from the experiments and extrapolatedin order to predit the NTM behaviour in the parameter range relevant for ITER. Anotherimportant aspet is the eet of externally applied magneti perturbation elds on the NTMstability and rotation. These elds will be used in ITER primarily for the mitigation of edgeinstabilities. As a side eet, they an also slow down an NTM and the plasma rotation,whih enhanes the appearane of loked modes. Additionally, they an also inuene theNTM stability. This interation has to be predited via modelling for ITER. The availablemodels and the aording theories have to be validated on present day experiments. Bothtopis have been studied within the sope of this thesis at the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak.93
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The inuene of rotation on the NTM onset threshold has been investigated on the basis ofa database inluding around 70 disharges. This database has been built for (m/n)=(3/2)NTMs. For most of the NTM onsets, additionally, the trigger mehanism ould be identiedeither as an ELM, shbone, sawtooth rash, general 1/1 MHD, or `triggerless' ase. Basedon this database the inuene of rotation, the rotation gradient and the dierential rotationbetween the trigger and the NTM surfae, on the NTM onset threshold have been analysed.In all orrelations the satter ould be redued using quantities normalised to the Alfvénveloity, whih is in agreement with observations at other experiments. The work presentedin this thesis shows that the NTM onset threshold inreases with inreasing o- and ounter-urrent rotation. Hene, the NTM onset behaviour does not depend on the diretion of theplasma rotation and NTMs an more easily be triggered at low plasma rotation. This is on-trary to the results of DIII-D [73℄ where a further derease in the threshold with inreasingounter-urrent rotation was observed. However, the AUG results suggest to re-analyse theDIII-D data. Furthermore, the formation of an upper NTM onset threshold with normalisedrotation was observed. All NTM onset data points, as well as data points taken from dis-harges without any NTM ativity, are situated below this threshold. This shows that theappearane of NTMs learly limits the operational spae in terms of the plasma pressure.This upper onset threshold inreases with inreasing normalised plasma rotation but is lessdistint at low plasma rotation. This indiates that the NTM behaviour hanges at lowrotation. The observation that the triggerless ases appear mainly at low rotation furtheronrm this. At low normalised rotation ∆′ is less stabilising, and hene, the equilibriumurrent prole appears to be dierent.In ontrast, at the marginal point, shortly before the mode disappears and the trigger proessplays no role anymore, no dependene is observed so far. This indiates that the dependeneon rotation at the onset is aused by an inuene of rotation on the trigger mehanism.Additionally, a linear dependene on the normalised rotation gradient at the resonant sur-fae is found, although the satter is inreased. This implies that steeper rotation proleshamper the appearane of NTMs. In addition, high dierential rotation seems to impedethe triggering proess for ELMs and shbones as a trigger, but not for sawtooth rashes.To summarise the main results of this study aording to the questions posed in the intro-dution:
• NTMs an more easily be triggered at low plasma rotation.
• Rotation seems to inuene both the seeding proess as well as the intrinsi NTMstability via ∆′, whih appears to be less stabilising at low plasma rotation.
• The rotation gradient appears to be stabilising, as well as a high dierential rota-tion between the triggering and the NTM surfae, at least for the shbone and ELMtriggered ases.
• Contrary to results at DIII-D, at AUG the NTM onset threshold inreases with nor-malised rotation, independent of the plasma rotation diretion. This suggests to re-94
6.1. Summaryanalyse the DIII-D data.
• For ITER, this study indiates that NTMs will be less stable, most probably dueto a ombination of a less stabilising ∆′ term and a stronger impat of the triggerinstabilities at low rotation. To avoid the appearane of NTMs both eets have tobe ontrolled. The former ould be inuened by ontrolling the equilibrium urrentprole, via loal urrent drive for example. For the latter the triggering proess has tobe hampered. For ELM and shbone as trigger this may be realised by steepening therotation proles - although unfortunately it will not be able to ontrol the rotation inITER. This will not inuene the triggering by a sawtooth rash, due to its immenseimpat. Nevertheless, one possibility lies in the avoidane of large sawtooth rashes.This an be obtained by driving urrent inside the q = 1 surfae, whih inreases thesawtooth frequeny and onsequently redues the size of the sawtooth rashes [102℄.The impat of externally applied magneti perturbation (MP) oils on already existing ro-tating NTMs has been studied using the 16 in-vessel saddle oils installed reently at thelow eld side of AUG [8℄. This set of oils, alled B-oils, enables the generation of MP eldswith a toroidal mode number of n ≤ 4. These low mode numbers are suitable for the studyof the inuene of MPs on the (m/n)=(3/2) and (2/1) NTMs, whih are the most ommononnement degrading NTMs in AUG.The B-oils produe MP elds ontaining resonant and non-resonant omponents. Theresonant omponents of the MP eld an penetrate the plasma and provoke magneti re-onnetion at a resonant surfae. Additionally, it an lead to a modulation of the islandwidth and frequeny of a pre-existing rotating mode. The modulation of the island widthand frequeny is phase shifted whih, on average, leads to a slowing down and a shrinkingof a rotating mode as well as to a growth of a loked mode. The non-resonant omponentsof the MP eld do not inuene the NTM stability but they indue a global NTV brakingtorque. In summary, the B-oils an inuene the island amplitude and phase evolution ofan NTM.Two disharges have been analysed in detail. In both, an inuene of the MPs on alreadyexisting rotating NTMs has been observed. Mode braking of a 3/2 NTM and loking of a2/1 NTM due to the MPs is observed in eah of the disharges, as well as the spinning upof the mode when the B-oils are swithed o. In the investigated disharges both the modefrequeny and the global plasma rotation dereases. The mode amplitudes are only slightlyinuened. In the loking ase a strong modulation of the island width and frequeny isobserved diretly - via a distortion of the pik-up oil signal evolution, and indiretly - viathe enhanement of higher harmonis in its spetrogram. This is less pronouned in thebraking ase, due to a higher mode frequeny. Aording to theory most of the experimentalobservations an be explained by the inuene of the resonant MP omponents.The non-resonant NTV torque has been alulated for the braking ase taking into aountthe real geometry of the perturbation eld and the plasma. This alulation onrmed thatthe NTV torque is small in the investigated disharges, whih supports that the inueneof the resonant MP omponents seems to be dominant. Aounting only for the resonant95
6 Summary and Outlookeets at the position of the mode, the mode braking and loking ould be modelled. Tomath the experimental mode frequeny the impat of the perturbation eld on the modeevolution had to be inreased. At the same time, this leads to an overestimation of the eeton the mode stability. This observation reveals that an additional ontribution is missing inthe model, whih slows down the mode but does not aet the island stability, like severalresonant torques at other resonant surfaes would do. Nevertheless, the modulation of theisland frequeny and amplitude as observed experimentally is well reprodued.For the loking ase, additionally, the error eld diretion ould be determined from themodelling. The resulting error eld diretion is in good agreement with the atual lokedmode position determined experimentally. However, it does not agree with the 2/1 vauumisland position, whih is assumed to be the dominant ontribution in the modelling. Thissupports the hypothesis that dierent ontributions inuene the braking and loking of themode as well as the intrinsi error eld.In addition, the entire rotation prole was modelled aounting for the radial dependene ofall torques and a onstant momentum diusion oeient. It was observed that a ombina-tion of smaller resonant torques at dierent surfaes an lead to the same rotation dereaseat the mode surfae as a single large torque. This would lead to a smaller eet on the modeamplitude at one spei resonant surfae. This is supported by the fat that for both asesvauum islands, indued by the external MP eld, appear at several surfaes. They ouldinuene the plasma rotation in the linear regime and it was shown that they appear to havea signiant impat.The experimental observations and the modelling results show that, in the loking ase, thesum of several resonant ontributions in the linear regime, in addition to the ontributionof the resonant omponent at the NTM surfae and the intrinsi error eld seems to be re-sponsible for the slowing down and the loking of the NTM. In the braking ase, besides thelinear resonant ontributions at several surfaes and the bigger non-linear one at the NTMsurfae, the impat of the 2/2 MP omponent on the 1/1 mode appears to play a ruialrole. This ould explain the fator of 4 inrease of the single resonant omponent requiredin the modelling ompared to a fator of only 2 in the loking ase. The summary of thisanalysis leads to the following answers to the question posed in the introdution:
• Mode braking and loking due to the MPs is observed, as well as the spinning upof the modes when swithing o the B-oils. The mode amplitudes are only slightlyinuened. Additionally, a diret modulation of the island width and frequeny an bedeteted.
• The inuene of the resonant MP omponents appears to be dominant.
• Most of the experimental observations an be explained by the resonant eets. Modebraking and loking an be modelled aounting only for those. However, taking onlythe resonant eets at the mode surfae into aount, mathing the island frequenyrequires an inrease of the resonant omponent of up to 4. This at the same time leadsto an overestimation of the inuene on the island amplitude.96
6.2. Outlook
• This an be solved, when the resonant torques at dierent resonant surfaes at to-gether as a global resonant torque, that appears to be responsible for the rotationdamping. Therefore, in order to model the evolution of one single NTM, all resonantomponents at several surfaes have to be inluded in the modelling in the linear regimeas well as in the non-linear regime, espeially for surfaes where additional islands arepresent. In addition, the torque indued by the loss of fast-ions, whih is stronglyenhaned during the B-oil phases [88, 89℄, ould be a further ontribution. The non-resonant NTV torque strongly depends on the ion temperature (T 7/2i ) and the plasmaollisionality. Therefore, even if the NTV is small at AUG, for ITER, with its hightemperatures and low ollisionalities, the inuene of the NTV an not be exluded.This ould lead to an additional eet on the island frequeny evolution, whih has tobe taken into aount.6.2 OutlookIt is important to validate the presented alulation for the NTV with other independentalulations or odes. Furthermore, a more general estimation of the NTV, ombining theformulae valid in the 1/ν and ν regime, is needed. Both aspets are essential for the use ofthe alulation later on in order to examine the parameter regime of the NTV, its dependeneon kineti proles, and dierent B-oils ongurations both theoretially and experimentally.Aording to these alulations dediated experiments should be performed. Furthermore,experiments at low density, resulting in lower ollisionalities like in ITER, should be per-formed in order to predit the inuene of the NTV in ITER. Additionally, the model forthe NTM evolution has to be extended to alulate the impat of the B-oils on one modeinluding all dierent resonant surfaes and the aording resonant eets, in the linear andnon-linear regimes. Another important issue is the estimation of the torque aused by the lossof fast ions, whih is signiantly enhaned during the B-oils phases. It has to be hekedif this torque also ontributes to the slowing down of the plasma. In addition, disrepan-ies between the vauum approximation for the island width and the VMEC ode, whihalulates the ideal plasma response, are observed but not disussed in this work. Thesedisrepanies onern the determination of resonant and non-resonant ongurations, andthe orresponding expeted inuene on the plasma. Dediated experiments are requiredto larify these disrepanies. Finally, it would be important to extend the experimentaldatabase in order to onrm the present ndings in omparison to other devies. First ofall it would be interesting to repeat the disharges presented in this work. In partiular itshould be investigated if the evolution of the island width and for example the developmentof the sidebands in the braking ase and the error eld diretion in the loking ase, arereproduible and an be explained. Sine so far only a few ases exist, where an inuene ofthe B-oils on NTMs is observed, further experiments in whih the inuene of the resonantMPs is maximised have to be performed. Low density, a lear `resonant' onguration, lowplasma rotation and also a lower magneti eld are predited to maximise the eet of theresonant MPs. 97
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Appendix ASummary of important parameters andabbreviations
A.1 List of important parameters
a plasma minor radius (m)
~B magneti eld (T)
B0 toroidal magneti eld at the magneti axis (T)
Bpol poloidal magneti eld (T)
Br radial magneti eld (T)
Btor toroidal magneti eld (T)
Btot total magneti eld (T)
c speed of light (2.9979· 108 m/s)
DΦ momentum diusion oeient (m2/s)
~E eletri eld (V/m)
e elementary harge (1.6022· 10−19 C)
I moment of inertia (kgm2)
Ip plasma urrent (A)
Iλ pith angle integral
J Jaobian
~j urrent density (A/m2)
~k wave vetor (1/m)
lnΛ Coulomb logarithm
MaA Alfvén Mah number
m poloidal mode number
me,i eletron, ion mass (kg)
n toroidal mode number I
A Summary of important parameters and abbreviations
ne,i eletron, ion density (1/m3)
P power (W)
p kineti plasma pressure (Pa=N/m2)
q safety fator
qe,i eletron, ion harge (C)
R major plasma radius (m)
R0 major plasma radius at the magneti axis (m)
Rtang NBI tangential radius (m)
r minor plasma radius - used as radial label (m)
~T torque (Nm)
Te,i eletron, ion temperature (K or eV)
~v plasma rotation veloity (m/s)
vA Alvén veloity (m/s)
vth thermal veloity (m/s)
v⊥e,i eletron, ion perpendiular veloity (m/s)
v∗e,i eletron, ion diamagneti drift veloity (m/s)
W island width (m)
Wtot total plasma energy (m)
Z atomi number
βpol poloidal plasma β
βN β normalized
ǫ inverse aspet ratio
ǫ0 dieletri onstant (8.85421· 10−12 C/(Vm))
η eletrial resistivity (Ωm)
θ poloidal oordinate
Γ partile ux (T/(sm2))
µ0 magneti onstant (4π 10−7Vs/(Am))
µ|| toroidal visosity frequeny (1/s)
ρ mass density (kg/m3)
ρpol poloidal ux oordinate
ρθ,i ion poloidal gyro radius (m)
σ eletrial ondutivity (1/(Ωm))
τe energy onnement time (s)
τii ion-ion ollision time (s)
τH hydromagneti time-sale (s)
τrec reonnetion time-sale (s)II
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τres plasma resistive time-sale (s)
τV visous diusion time-sale (s)
τwall resistive time sale of the wall (s)
τΦ momentum onnement time (s)
φ toroidal oordinate
Ψ poloidal magneti ux funtion (Vs)
Ωφ toroidal rotation frequeny (1/s)
Ω∗e,i eletron, ion diamagneti drift frequeny (1/s)
Ω∗NC neolassial oset frequeny (1/s)
ω mode frequeny (1/s)
ωce,ci eletron, ion ylotron frequeny (1/s)
ωp plasma frequeny (1/s)
ωte,ti eletron, ion transit frequeny (1/s)
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